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TRUSTEES' REPORT 
To His Excellency.tlre VitJerhur na the· H onm:a~le r:ouncf'z' 
The Trustees i;)f th~:Nottlia~t.QlJ 'State ·I{ospttai respectfully submit herewith the 
eighty-second annual report together )Vith reports and statistical "tables furnished by 
the hospital Superintendent. These reports are largely made up from monthly sum-
maries given us each month a few-days before our regular meetings, when they are 
discussed in an- €~rt. to- ot. ~nl.Y keep i~form!ld. al;lput qospital progress but to offer 
helpful suggestibillf as ~eJJ; : XP: thw-w.ai WI:) h~y~t:een·.a..sl.~ .to keep up an active interest 
in the NorthamptOn State llospit8J. despite oUr qwte limited authority to bring about 
improvements that are obviously needed. One cannot inspect a mental hospital 'without 
being deeply impressed by the great number of old people seen in the wards. These vary 
all the way from fairly active to feeble, bed-ridden men and women, the greater part of 
whom have been honest, hard working taxpayers of the Commonwealth. To see the 
congested quarters where these senile cases pass practically twenty-four hours of each 
day, because they are too feeble for employment or recreation off the wards, is to stimu-
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late serious doubt as to whether or not we, as citizens of an enlightened and humane 
state, are doing anywhere near what we should to bring common comforts to these un-
fortunate neighbors of ours. The capacity of our infirmary wards has not been increased 
for many years and the hospital population has doubled in the meanwhile. 
We are glad t,o report that the scientific and humane care of mental patients is slowly 
but surely advancing at the Northampton State Hospital as it 'is elsewhere. However, 
as cited above in reference to senile cases, the advance is not as uniform as might be 
desired. 
We wish to respectfully call again to the attention of His Excellency the modest 
requests set forth in our two preceding reports and to ask that they be investigated. 
It is with deep regret that we report the passing of our Secretary, Mrs. Anne O'Keefe 
Heffernan, who died February 20, 1940 after a brief illness. Another member of our 
Board, Mr. Allen Bagg, resigned during the year because of insufficient time to devote 
to what he considered to he his duty as a Trustee. 
To the personnel of the hospital we express our thanks for their continued loyalty to 
duty often in the face of trying circumstances and in most cases for rather meager 
compensation. 
Respectfully submitted, 
JOHN C. O'BRIEN, M.D., 
Chairman 
KENNETH H. HEMENWAY, 
Secretary 
SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT 
To the Trustees of the Northampton State Hospital: 
I submit my report for the year ending November 30, 1940. 
MOVEMENT OF POPULATION 
Male Female Total 
1. On the books of the institution October 1, 1939 1,058 1 ,293 2,351 
On visit 121 185 306 
On escape . . 10 1 11 
In family care . 6 12 18 
Resident in hospital. . ... 921 1,095 2,016 
2. Number of admissions during the year. 322 322 644 
Number of discharges during the year . 156 172 328 
Number of transfers to other institutions 10 1 11 
Number of deaths during the year . 88 93 181 
3. Number on the books September 30, 1939 1,126 1,349 2,475 
On visit . 129 195 324 
On escape . . 9 1 10 
In family care . 3 12 15 
Resident in hospital. . . . . . . . . . 985 1,141 2,126 
Detailed information relative to the movement of population can be obtained from 
the statistical tables further on in this report. 
During the year some progress has been made toward improving the physical plant. 
The Superintendent's house is nearly completed and will be occupied within a few weeks 
thus allowing work to be started on the surgical suite and infirmary for sick employees 
to be located in the main building suite now occupied by the Superintendent and his 
family. Money has already been appropriated for this purpose. Under Repairs and 
Renewals some improvement work has been done, such as renovating one of the female 
infirmary wards and repainting the exterior trim on the women's infirmary and part of 
the second wards South. Other less conspicuous but equally important repairs and 
renewals have been made. However in an old institution like this repairs are no sooner 
completed in one section than other parts of the building and equipment are found to 
be in rather serious need of care or replacement so that the problem of keeping the 
buildings and equipment up to desired standards is a continuous performance. Requests 
have been forwarded to the Department of Mental Health for a rather large new building 
program some of which we expect will be allowed. The most urgent need is undoubtedly 
for more infirmary space in the male service. The number of aged and infirm patients 
seems to be gradually increasing and no provisions to take care of this increase has been 
made for many years during which time the patient population has nearly trebled. It 
might be suggested that other space be taken for infirmary use but this would not be 
possible without greatly increasing the personnel. Infirmary patients must be cared 
for largely' in rather spacious dormitories unless a great increase in nursing care is pro-
vided. The ordinary wards in the old buildings each have several small dormitories 
which have no toilet facilities other than one small toilet room for each ward. To use 
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these wards as infirmaries would necessitate putting beds in corridors where there would 
be poor light and facilities that would absolutely prevent the efficient care of infirm 
patients so that until more infirmary space is added there seems to be nothing to do but 
crowd the existing infirmary space. 
At present we have several active cases of pulmonary tuberculosis, which we are 
obliged to care for in our general infirmary where facilities for isolation are very inade-
quate. A separate building or addition to our present buildings should be constructed 
for the care of tubercular patients. 
Our dairy barns and piggery are located much too close to the main buildings and in 
addition to being serious fire hazards their proximity has many objectionable features. 
If farm activities are to be continued these buildings, which are very old and in need of 
repair, should be moved to a more distant point on the hospital grounds. With the 
shorter hours of labor the question of a State hospital farm being desirable is a debatable 
one. There is no doubt that much of what we produce on the farm could be purchased 
for less than it costs us to raise it and so far as the therapeutic effect of farm work is 
concerned I seriously doubt, aside from garden work through the summer months, this 
has any special value. It is very seldom in recent years that any patient, except the 
most deteriorated, can be induced to work about the dairy or piggeries. 
The matter of a special ward or separate building for the reception of patients is one 
of serious importance as far as this hospital is concerned. Newly admitted patients 
now have to be received in the infirmary wards and while this is not objectionable from 
an economic standpoint it is decidedly objectionable from most other points of view. 
MEDICAL ADMINISTRATION 
The following changes occurred in the personnel of our staff during the year: 
E. Philip Freedman, M.D., Assistant Physician at this hospital since February 25, 
1936 was transferred to the Westborough State Hospital in the position of Senior Physi-
cian on July 31, 1940. On September 2, 1940 Warren P. Cordes, M.D. was appointed 
to the position of Assistant Physician on our staff to fill the vacancy left by Dr. Freedman. 
Elizabeth Kundert, M.D., Senior Physician, Chief of Out-Patient Service, was given 
a leave of absence for a period of one year beginning September 1, 1940 for the purpose 
of taking a post-graduate course at the Payne Whitney Clinic in New York. The 
appointment of Dr. Helen M. Wiestling, Assistant Physician, to the position of Senior 
Physician during the leave of absence of Dr. Kundert took place on September 1, 1940. 
This necessitated the appointment of an Assistant Physician to fill the vacancy left by 
Dr. Wiestling's promotion, therefore, Simon L. Goldfarb, M.D., was appointed to fill 
this vacancy on September 26, 1940. 
B. Edwin Zawacki, M.D., Senior Physician, Chief of Male Service, who had been in 
the service of this hospital since June 9, 1930 was transferred to the position of Assistant 
Superintendent at the Taunton State Hospital and began his services there on November 
4, 1940. This left a vacancy for a Senior Physician and on November 4, 1940 Dr. Harry 
H. Michelson, Assistant Physician at this hospital, was promoted to that position. 
Clinical Assistants: During three months of the summer the following served as 
Clinical Assistants: Alfred W. Basamania of Tufts College Medical School; Trent J. 
Domenici, Mal-quette University School of Medicine of Milwaukee, Wisconsin and 
Christian Keedy, Cornell University Medical School. 
PSYCHIATRIC SERVICE 
There has been no particular change in the usual routine or care. Patients on admis-
sion are assigned in rotation to the different staff physicians, who follow them very 
closely for at least a period of one month making the various mental and physical exam-
inations, checking on the routine and special laboratory examinations and presenting 
them, usually four weeks after admission, at staff meeting or conference where the 
question of diagnosis, treatment and disposition is discussed and decided. Special 
treatments such as shock therapy and investigations along the line of research are 
handled principally by the two physicians in charge of the Male and Female services. 
SURGICAL SERVICE 
The Cooley Dickinson Hospital, our local general hospital, has received all. of our 
cases requiring emergency major operations during the year. The Superintendent's 
house is practically completed so that the quarters occupied by the Superintendent will 
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soon be vacated and it is hoped, inasmuch as the special appropriation for eqttipping the 
surgical suite has not been made, that this project will soon be underway. 
PHYSIOTHERAPY, X-RAY 
Since the appointment of an X-ray Technician we have been able to give many more 
treatments in physiotherapy than formerly. A summary of the work done during the 
year in this department follows: 
Physiotherapy: Morse Wave 230, diathermy 153, infra-red 1,494, massage 337, ultra-
violet 463, high frequency 10. 
X-ray: There were 595 X-ray taken and 496 fluoroscopies. Within a few days after 
admission all patients are given a fluoroscopic examination of the chest. 
DENTAL SERVICE 
With the aid of one dental assistant, our resident dentist has throughout the year 
carried on the dental work. Each patient soon after admission is given a thorough 
examination and all repairs and extractions necessary are carefully recorded. Other than 
the general routine examinations during the year, the following work was accomplished: 
Fillings, 1,392; dental plates made or repaired, 241; impressions taken for false teeth, 68; 
wax bites made, 46; teeth set up in wax, 40; models run, 40; teeth cleaned 2,302; extrac-
tions, 917; treatment of teeth or gums. 518; miscellaneous treatments. 153. 
PATHOLOGIST'S REPORT 
Last May the laboratory moved into its new quarters on the ground floor of the 
cafeteria building. It is a large room with numerous windows on two sides, North and 
West, and has been equipped by Northampton State Hospital carpenters and engineers 
with spacious work desks containing drawers and cabinets for storage of material and 
apparatus. The increased space and orderly arrangement of equipment greatly facili-
tates work being done. 
Our eqttipment has been increased more in the last few months by the addition of a 
binocular microscope, a Barnstead water still and an imbedding oven bttilt by the 
hospital maintenance department. A knife for the large brain microtone was purchased 
and the instrument set up for use in the new laboratory. 
The personnel of the laboratory has remained the same, one technician and one 
attendant part-time helper. During the summer vacation period we had also the assist-
ance of a voluntary student from Smith College and of a second year medical student. 
The work has continued to increase in quantity rather than variety. The only new 
procedures added were gonococcus culture, blood typing and sulfapyridine determina-
tion. A summary of the work follows: 
Urinalysis: Routine, 3,634; acetone, 578; diacetic acid, 21; bile, 3; melanin, 1. 
Blood: Haemoglobin, 907; erythrocyte counts, 904; leukocyte counts, 918; differential 
counts, 895; reticulocyte counts, 4; platelet counts, 1; fragility test, 1; coagulation time 
4; bleeding time, 4; sedimentation tests, 16. 
Blood Chemistry: Sugars, 1,136; non-protein nitrogen, 68; calcium, 1; cholesterol, 4; 
chlorides, 2; bromides, 18. 
Spinal Fluid: Cell counts, 65; differential cell counts, 10; globulins, 65; total proteins, 
65; sugar, 1; coloidal goln reaction, 60. 
BacteriOlogical CuUures: Bloods, 5; throats, 4; pus, 1; feces, 1; spinal fluid, 1; post-
mortem, 2; milk, 76; gonococcus, 31; Avery broth, 1. 
Bacteriological Smears: Throat, 5; gums, 9; orbital, 9; pus, 6; feces, 1; tuberculosis, 79; 
gyn, 761; prostatic, 1; post-mortem, 2; skin scrappings, 3; milk, 3. 
Fundional Tests: Basal metaboliEm, 35; icteric index, 3; phenolsulphophthalein, 7; 
mosenthal, 2; gastric analysis, 3. 
MisceUaneous: Pneumococcus typing, 25; blood typing, 8; blood group matching, 4; 
feces, 24; stool for bile, 2; body flttid examination, 2; Koff test, 3; Ascheim-Zondek 
. pregnancy, 1; parasite examination, 1; gttinea pig inoculations, 3; gttinea pig autopsies, 2. 
Total Examinations: 10,731. 
Out of 181 deaths 61 post-mortem examinations were made, eqttivalent to 33.7% of 
the deaths. The majority of these were on senile patients over 65 years of age. Only 
9 of the autopsies done were medical examiner's cases. 
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OUT-PATIENT DEPARTMENT 
Out-Patient Clinics: 
Patients reporting at clinics • 
Inquiries regarding patients at clinics 
COnBultation..: 
Referred by: 
Social Agencies 
Schools. 
Nurses . 
~~r:ti~:s 
Self . 
Hospitals 
Court cases 
Total . . 
Treatment Interviews 
School Clinics: 
200 
221 
421 
37 
2 
4 
47 
22 
5 
8 
81 
206 
24 
Visits to family care patients 
Psychometrics on patients . 
Court Cases: 
Referred from: 
Springfield 
Pittsfield . 
Northampton 
Westfield 
North Adams 
Greenfield 
Adams. 
Lee 
Total . . 
Types of Court Cas .... 
Section 215 
Section 99 
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19 
177 
58 
12 
24 
8 
6 
3 
2 
2 
115 
109 
6 
First exa.minations 
Re~xa.mina.tions 
239 
148 
Total 115 
Total . . 
Child Guidance Clinics: 
Holyoke children: 
New . 
Treatment. . . 
Holyoke adult consultations 
Northampton children: 
New . 
Trea.tment. . . . 
Northampton adult consultations 
Speech cases (Holyoke) 
*(Not included in this total. Counted in 
387 
64 
4 
*17 
43 
6 
*4 
26 
above under consultations) 143 
Lectures. . . . . . . 45 
Grand total of all people seen in the Out-
Patient Department during the year. . 1.492 
SCHOOL FOR PSYCHIATRIC NURSING 
Under the direct supervision of the Principal of School of Nursing, assisted by members 
of the medical staff, the two-year course in psychiatric nursing has continued success 
fully. There were 5 who graduated this year and we now have 4 enrolled in the junior 
class and 7 in the senior class. 
OCCUPATIONAL THERApy 
The following is the report for the year of the Occupational Therapy Department: 
Working days, 314; employees, 5 (1 man-4 women); shops, 4; classes, 6. 
Female patients enrollment to class, 390; ward and bedside, 25; daily average, 98 a.m~ 
and 71 p.m. . 
The male classes opened in March of this year with an enrollment of 70; daily average, 
12 a.m. and 11 p.m. 
The following articles were made or repaired during the year: 
Hospital property: Towels, 8,223; dish towels, 244; turkish towels, 600; special towels, 
115; pillow slips, 4,246; hydro pillow s!ips, 80; sheets, 108; hydro sheets, 165; bed spreads, 
380; face cloths, 422; handkerchiefs, 4,125; costumes, 10; hooked rugs, 36; woven rugs, 
49; braid woven rugs, 18; reed waste baskets, 43; reed and raffia waste baskets, 9; market 
baskets, 1; book cases, 2; foot stools, 4; pillows, 14; colonial mats, 12; work aprons, 12; 
woven runners, 56; burlap runners, 3; stand covers, 265; curtains, 40 pairs; curtain pulIs, 
11; curtain tie backs, 100; square stand covers, 105; shoulder straps, 825; ball tapes, 2{)3; 
rag rug balls, 39; dresses buttonholed, 19; overalls buttonholed, 420; shirts buttonholed, 
106; centerpieces, 5; altar cloths, 2; apron strings, 222; overall straps, 122; hot dish 
holders, 3; games, 28; stencil box, 1; clothes horses, 2; game cubes, 6; rope quoits, 5; 
plant stand, 1; checker boards, 2; knotting boards, 3; boat, 1; paddles, 2; chair sets, 9; 
garters, 84 pairs. 
MisceUane!Yus: D. M. H. letterheads stamped, 4,000; Inimeograph forms punched', 
3,500; table decorations, 40; chapel decorations, 4; special typing, 413; peanuts bagged, 
1,708; signs printed, 14; posters, 4; hearts made, 300; basket bases, 16; card tables r~ 
finished and recovered, 15; application forms stamped, 500; chair backs caned 3; chair, 
seats caned, 2; brown folders, 200; table cloths hemmed, 17; dictaphone records shaved, 
30; book listing of draft registration patients, 1; Christmas cards folded, 2,250; laurel 
wreaths made, 115; laurel ropes, 12; green clusters, 2; large trees decorated, 2; candy 
boxed, 3,005; chairs refinished, 177; tables refinished, 4; pictures mounted, 12; curtains 
repainted, 11 pairs; costume parts made, 18; stool frames made, 8; beans snapped, 274 
bushels; peas shelled, 17 bushels; benches made, 3; skiis refinished, 2 pairs; other furni-
ture refinished, 4; other odd jobs, 18; hair cuts, 17. 
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Repairs: Stockings mended, 2,538; coats, 22; sweaters, 4; pillows, 11; dresses, 15; 
shirts, 9; other items mended or repaired, 22; waste baskets, 2; curtains, 2; rugs, 6; 
books, 3; costumes, 16; tennis racquets, 4. 
Mimeographing: Stencils cut, 146; office mimeographing, 60,525; farm office mimeo-
graphing, 1,600; hilltoppers, 54,400; hilltopper specials, 1,500; special mim~grapbing, 
1,275; minstrel programs, 500. 
INDUSTRIAL THERAPY 
The list of articles made or repaired during the year in the Industrial Therapy Depart-
ment is as follows: 
Hospital Property: Insoles, 117; mattresses, 713; pillows, 411; canvas mattresses, 65; 
hydro-mattresses, 14; shirts, 317; overalls, 469; jumpers, 297; rugs, 271, signs, 27; 
menu signs, 127; bed socks, 12 pairs; pillow ticks, 125; mattress ticks, 241; time charts, 
65; pants cuffed, 108 pairs; canvas ticks, 71; strong blankets, 4; tickets printed, 1,580; 
file books printed, 9; forms printed, 16,000; cards printed, 5,891; sand bags, 6; hydro-
pillows, 20; laundry basket handles, 50; baseball cushions, 6; shin-guards, 2. 
Repairs: Shoes soled, 401 pairs; shoes heeled, 662 pairs; shoes patched, 473 pairs; 
clocks, 3; cushions, 44; bowling banks, 2; chairs caned, 68; laundry baskets, 37; chairs 
upholstered, 4; stool upholstered, 1. 
RECREATIONAL THERAPY 
During the year the most important event of the recreational department was the 
annual Field Day, which was held in September, with 1,500 patients participating. 
Outdoor Activities: Football, baskethall, tennis, croquet, horseshoe pitching, toboggan-
ing and hikes for both male and female patients daily, weather pelmitting. There were 
34 games of softball played with an average attendance of 300; forty-eight games of 
baseball with an average attendance of 450. Four professional baseball games were 
attended at Springfield by 35 male patients and 5 attended one professional game at 
Boston. One-hundred and ten attended the Three County Fair. 
Indoor Activities: Ping Pong, pocket billiards daily, choir rehearsals, bowling practice-
78 female with 30 in attendance and 85 male with 40 in attendance. The male patients 
had 12 bowling matches with 30 in attendance. 
Other Forms of Entertainment: 28 movies, 2 masquerades, 2 cabaret dances, 39 regular 
dances, 2 beano parties, 7 band concerts, 1 Northampton Women's Club entertainment, 
1 amateur night program, 1 minstrel show by the Belchertown State School, 7 dancing 
classes, 23 minstrel show rehearsals, 3 minstrel shows, 1 special movie, 1 minstrel show-
hospital talent. To these entertainments there was an average attendance of 500. 
SOCIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
The Social Service Department has had no changes in staff during the past year. 
There bas been a noticeable increase in nearly all aspects of our work; we feel the 
pressing need of a car for the use of the social worker on the Clinic service. There is an 
increasing demand for social service visits in connection with Child Guidance and School 
Clinic work, and it is impossible to meet this demand to the fullest extent without the 
use of an additional car. 
During the current year the Social Service Department contributed 233 medical 
social histories to aid the medical staff in making diagnoses. Information was obtained 
regarding 511 patients under supervision and 255 patients were visited in their homes. 
In addition, 45 relatives, 33 social agencies and 17 others were visited in regard to 
patients under supervision. 
Adjustments have been made in some definite way for 13 patients to adjust themselves 
in the community. Several efforts have been made to locate employment for patients 
and in 6 cases efforts were successful. Adequate living quarters were found in the com-
munity for 3 patients in order that they might be released from the hospital. 
Advice was given 60 relatives, 43 patients under supervision and 7 others to aid in 
their adjustment. Special investigations were made in connection with 20 patients in 
the hospital or in the community. 
Visits were made on the wards to 75 patients in connection with their release from 
the hospital and 72 personal services were rendered. Detailed information was given 
to other social agencies in connection with 20 cases in order to aid them in their plans 
and treatment for the patient or his family. 
In connection v.rith patients on family care, 244 visits were made, 4 returned, 5 placed, 
1 discharged and 3 investigations were made of possible boarding homes. 
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At the out-patient clinic in Springfield, It member of our department attended 3 clinics 
and conducted 30 interviews witb patients or relatives. 
This is the third year a social worker has been attached to the School Clinic Service. 
The entire district has been covered once; some towns have been covered twice. 
In various instances, the worker has been recognized as an individual and the com-
munities show they appreciate the service of the clinic by referring a greater number of 
cases. There has been a very low number of repeat cases from previous years, according 
to the records. 
Inquiries made showed that recommendations made and followed had worked out to 
the satisfaction of both parents and teachers. 
Activities at Westover Field have brought new families and additional behavior 
problems into the schools of which some have already been referred to Child Guidance 
clinics. A total of 389 cases referred and of these 232 were assigned to social service. 
The clinic covered 8 towns and one city; 335 calls were made by the social service worker 
to homes or schools; 60 calls were made to other social agencies. 
The Holyoke and Northampton Child Guidance Clinics have had a highly successful 
year. Dr. Helen Wiestling has been substituting as psychiatrist while Dr. Kundert has 
been away on a year's leave of absence. Mr. Hunt of Mt. Holyoke College has been 
placed in charge of speech work at the Holyoke Child Guidance Clinic. Holyoke has 
requested that a psychiatrist be given more time there. 
Holyoke at the present time has no psychiatrist in private practice and for that reason 
it is felt that more help is needed. The Staff now includes a paid stenographer whose 
salary is paid by the Junior Service League of Holyoke. 
In the Northampton Child Guidance Clinic there have been no new developments . . 
The Amherst Child Guidance Clinic unit has been greatly in demand and at a group 
meeting of 13 agencies the psychiatrist was asked to present the clinic program as one 
of the agencies working for the better health and welfare of the community. 
In home visits it has been found that the question of the draft is the chief topic of 
conversation. This appears to be a highly disturbing element in: (1) families where 
older boys have already been called, causing a drastic change in family life; (2) families 
with younger sons who might be called in the future. 
The 94 new cases of the Child Guidance Clinic have occasioned the following activities: 
130 home visits; 14 school visits; 60 calls to social agencies; 24 contacts made with 
individuals in the community. 
A member of the Social Service Department has attended 117 staff meetings and 22 
other meetings of a professional nature. Three lectures were given to nurses. 
STEWARD'S DEPARTMENT 
Under the direction of Mr. Houde of the Department of Mental Health, two new 
forms of food products, frozen fresh eggs and powdered milk were successfully tried out 
and adopted. These foods, cheaper but equally as nutritious as the form of eggs and 
milk formerly used, give added variety to our menus. With the introduction of frozen 
eggs to the dietary, we are able to extend the selection in main cow-ses and desserts, 
especially in the latter, where the use of a meringue topping, made from frozen egg whites 
adds greatly to the eye appeal of these dishes. More farm produced milk is now avail-
able for drinking since powdered milk is used in cooking. 
Improvement in patients' breakfasts has been made by the serving of French toast 
and griddle cakes once a week along with the continued use of eggs twice a week. Mar-
malades made in the canning room are served at breakfast also. Tomato juice, extracted 
from our own tomatoes, is served alternately with fruit or fruit juices for breakfast. 
The choice of meats, fish and vegetables offered in the cafeterias at dinner seems to 
add to the patients' enjoyment of the meal. The waitresses prepare colorful salads 
which enrich the day's meals. 
In addition to the regular food service, refreshments are served at various entertain-
ments. On Field Day, 2,400 people were served a generous picnic lunch. 
Special diets are prepared in the diet kitchen by a student nurse and a kitchen employee 
under the direction of the dietitians. 
We preserved 19,397 No. 10 cans of fruits and vegetables in the canning room. Mince 
meat for the Thanksgiving and Christmas pies was also canned this yenT. 
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Along with the food preparation and service, the upkeep of the kitchen is an important 
item. All equipment including stoves and food trucks was refinished by the kitchen 
department itself. 
There should be a passageway built from the 4th ward South to the Main Building 
cafeteria, so that more of the aged women could come to the cafeteria. Now it would 
be necessary for them to go down two flights of stairs on the ward and ascend two flights 
of stairs to the cafeteria, which they are physically unable to do. 
We should have additional equipment for our laundry such as a mattress sterilizer , 
an additional extractor and metal laundry boxes. 
The hospital obtained the services of Miss Anna McGinnis as head dietitian of this 
Institution. 
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
Power Plant 
Coal consumption, 7,175 long tons. Average daily consumption, 19.6 long tons. 
Water evaporated, 172,582,049 pounds. Water evaporated per pound of fuel F . & A., 
11 pounds. Total boiler horse power hours, 5,127,975. Fuel used per boiler horse power 
hour, 3.13 pounds. Average boiler efficiency, 74%. Boiler pressure, 200 pounds per 
square inch. 
All boilers (3) were inspected and certificates of inspection were issued by the Depart-
ment of Public Safety, Division of Inspection. In preparing the boilers for inspection 
all tubes were cleaned of scale inside with a turbine driven cleaner and outside with hand 
scrapers. All interior surfaces including both drums and tubes were given a protective 
coating of apexior. Many repairs were made to the boilers and other equipment, the 
most important of which were as follows: 
The Brown C02 recorders and the Bailey steam flow meters were adjusted and repaired 
by service engineers from the respective manufacturers. 
The steam control roto valves to the force draft fans on No.2 and 3 boilers were re-
conditioned. 
Installed a 600-gallon second hand tank for an auxiliary hot water receiver. 
Repaired the Vent condenser on the feed water heater. 
Renewed the cylinder liner, piston, and piston rod in No.2 vacuum pump. 
Installed an oil spraying machine for oil treating coal. 
Installed a new hot well pump for increased capacity. 
Installed a new sump pump in the coal crusher pit. 
Renewed 570 feet of cable on the coal drag scraper. 
Replaced 2,658 pounds of stoker parts in the boiler furnaces. 
Completed a Repair and Renewal for changing the return piping to the vacuum pumps. 
Piped in a bypass around the main, 2-inch reducing valve. 
Made and installed metal belt guards over two air compressor drives. 
Electrical Wark 
Wired for lights as follows: 
Lights over the new wash stand in the garage. 
Lights in new marking room in the Rear Center Building. 
Lights in the steward's office and adjoining corridor. 
Switches for lights in old dining room at Upper Second South. 
Lights and baseboard outlets in Rooms 12 and 13 in the married couples dormitory. 
Lights in the garage at Cottage No. 14. 
All lights in the fourth floor of the South Infirmary. 
Lights and switches in two rooms in employees' dormitory at the third floor of the 
Rear Center Building. 
Installed electric service underground from the club house to the Superintendent's 
house. 
Replaced one light fixture in Cottage No.5 and two in Cottage No. 8. 
Two outlets in bathroom at Cottage No.2. 
One outlet for a meat slicer in the cutting room. 
Baseboard outlets in the nurses' rooms in the North Infirmary. 
Radio outlets in the smoking room in Rear Center basement and one in Upper First 
South. 
Two outlets in the pathological laboratory, one for an electric oven and one for a 
sterilizer. 
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Completed a Repair and Renewal project for a change in the lighting service to the 
"D" and "E" buildings which included the installation of two transformers in the "F" 
building vault. 
Wired for a motor on a coal oil treating machine. 
Repaired motors as follows: 
Two motors at the laundry, one extractor motor and one drying tumbler motor. 
One doughnut machine motor in the bakery. 
The door operator motor on the Center elevator. 
Motor on a portable disc sander. \ 
One sewing machine motor at the "F" building sewing room. 
Motors on two refrigerating units in the South Infirmary. 
Replaced defective elements in the clock storage battery at the Memorial buildings. 
Changed electrolyte and renewed defective elements in the storage battery on the 
clock and bell systems in the main buildings. 
Plumbing and Steamjitting 
Replaced two broken lavatories, one at E3 and one at L. 4. S. A. 
Removed sinks and heating coils from the old dining rooms in the First Halls South 
(Rooms to be converted into dormitories). 
Replaceq two kitchen sinks, one at Cottage No.4, and one at Cottage No.8. 
Replaced the sink in the Dental laboratory. 
Replaced the plumbing fixtures in the basement toilet of the married couples dormitory. 
Replaced six flushometers, two in L. 1. N., two at M. 1. N., and two at L. 2. N. 
Installed Powers thermostatic hot water controllers on treatment baths at L. 4. A. N. 
and L. 4. A. S. 
Attached indicating thermometers to 14 thermostatic hot water controllers in the 
North and South wings. 
Installed a new Powers hot water tank controller at the "F" building and recovered 
the tank. 
Replaced the hot water tank controller in the heater room in the Kitchen building. 
Installed a 50-gallon copper hot water tank and heater at the superintendent's house. 
Replaced the coffee urn in the main kitchen. 
Reinstalled two radiators in the new marking room in the rear center. 
Installed three radiators in the second basement South for heat to toilets on three 
floors. 
Installed radiators in the clothes rooms on three floors in the second halls South. 
Installed steam service underground from the club house to the superintendent's house. 
Cleaned the two hot water heaters in the kitchen building and applied a protective 
coating of No-Ox-Id on the internal surfaces. 
Replaced old galvanized water pipe with brass to hot water regulators in the first 
and second basements South. 
Renewed the water waste pipe from the refrigerating units in the kitchen building. 
Laid cold water service pipe from the club house main to the superintendent's house 
and installed a reducing valve, strainer and relief valve in the house. 
Laid a gas pipe from the administration building to the superintendent's house and 
connected service to kitchen range. 
Other Mechanical Work 
Installed a second hand air compressor in the "D" building for heat controls. 
Installed a Vee belt drive on the jointer in the carpenter shop. 
Removed old dumb waiters from the North and South wards. 
Made and installed a door closing device on the South Infirmary elevator. 
All elevators were inspected by a service engineer from the Payne Elevator Company. 
Replaced the brake assembly and upper shaft bearing on an Ellis clothes extractor 
at the laundry. 
Made and installed a sheet iron lint catcher on a drying tunlbler at the laundry. 
Renewed the Piston, crankshaft bushing, seal and gaskets in No.4 Freon compressor 
in the Kitchen building. 
Replaced a defective liquid level test valve on No.6 Freon Unit in the cold storage. 
The compressor in the refrigerator at the South Infirmary was reconditioned. 
Made up twelve poultry drinking fountains for the farm. 
Welded a tractor trailer frame for the farm. 
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Replaced several worn parts in the stone crusher. 
Constructed rabbit hutches for the Pathological laboratory. 
Recharged all fire extinguishers. 
FARM REPORT 
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During the year considerable work on ditches was done and large quantities of stone 
removed which greatly improves the general condition of the farm. 
The dairy produced 907,312 pounds of milk during the year, an average of 13,669 
pounds per cow. This is the highest average for several years. The herd was tested 
for tuberculosis in November and found clean. This is the second year with a clean 
slate. The whole herd (both cows and young stock) is in the best condition for several 
years. There are ample heifers growing up for any reasonable replacements. 
The swine herd is in good condition but has been reduced in size because of the price 
of grain. 
The poultry flock produced 20,638 dozen eggs during the year. This is about 6,000 
dozen more than in 1939. This increase is due largely to better birds, better feed and 
better care. 
There is ample roughage to carry the live stock through the winter. This roughage 
consists of 273 tons of hay, 521 tons of molasses silage and 472 tons of corn silage. 
As a whole the garden crops were good. The vegetables in winter storage exceeds the 
hospital requirements. 
The following list gives the major yields from the farm during the year: 
Field Crqps: Silage (corn and hay) 993.50 tons, hay (dry-all kinds) 273.50 tons, 
green feed (to dairy) 179 tons, apples 119,001 pounds, strawberries 2,250 pounds. 
Garden Crops (in pounds): Asparagus, 4,810; string beans, 32,661; beets, 37,453; 
cabbage, 75,578; cantaloupes, 5,729; carrots, 65,656; celery, 2,772; sweet corn, 28,524; 
cucumbers, 31,421; swiss chard, 1,271; dandelions, 2,660; lettuce, 8,820; onions, 30,443; 
onion sets, 640; parsnips, 6,298; peas, 2,327; peppers, 4,701; radish, 2,990; rhubarb, 5,219; 
scallions, 5,557; spinach, 7,236; squash (winter), 12,716; summer squash, 2,174; tomatoes, 
113,384; turnips, 51,443. 
Poultry: Fowl and chickens, 6,472; eggs, 20,65672 dozen. 
Swine: Pork, 80,904 lbs. 
Milk: 907,312 lbs. 
FLORIST REPORT 
The Holyoke and Northampton Florists and Gardeners Club was entertained at the 
hospital once during the year. 
The outstanding feature for the year was, of course, the annual Easter Floral display, 
which was open to the public. There were approximately 2,000 people from outside 
the hospital who visited this during Saturday afternoon and Easter Sunday. 
In March 35 members of the Hampshire Garden Club spent an evening visiting the 
greenhouses at the hospital following which a meeting was held. 
On June 4th, the florist, Henry Weidlich, who had been employed at this hospital for 
several years, left to go into the commercial field at the Westover Greenhouses in Willi-
mansett. Mr. Watson Hurlburt, a graduate of the Stockbridge School of Agriculture, 
was appointed to the position of florist to fill this vacancy. 
During the year 4,353 potted plants, which included Cleveland cherries, tulips, Star 
of Bethlehem, chrysanthemums, etc., were sent to the various wards. The cut flowers 
raised in the greenhouses included roses, iris, snapdragons, daffodils, carnations, chrysan-
themums, etc. The total number of cut flowers sent to the wards was 8,018. Sixteen 
corsages were made for the nurses' reception, which was held in January of this year. 
REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENTS 
Our maintenance force during the year did the following work: 
Carpenters 
Cupboards, counter tops and cabinet enclosures in the laboratory were completed. 
Rebuilt cupboards in the old sewing room. 
Coat and hat racks for the new smoking room, and new shelves and hookcases built. 
An incubator cabinet was made for the new laboratory. 
The old sewing room in the Administration building was remodelled into a marking 
room. Masonite flooring was laid and counters, box compartments and cupboards were 
built. 
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One dozen wood rods were made to protect the bath thermometers. 
A new floor was laid in the old dining rooms of the first halls, South. 
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Lathed and furred the ceiling area in the Steward's office and the hallway outside 
and a masonite flooring laid. 
Installed kalemein doors and frames in the fourth halls, South. 
Benches were made for the cafeteria waiting room and for the courtyard at the Memo-
rial Group. 
All doors of Middle 4 and Upper 4, North were re-hung and checked. 
A stearn line was put in between the Club House and the new Superintendent's house. 
Six flower boxes for the Club House were constructed. 
A masonite flooring was laid in one of the physician's offices. 
Built a linen closet at House No. 14, also installed a medicine closet in the toilet room. 
A new wagon shed was built. 
Repaired locks and door checks throughout the building. 
Repaired furniture, doors, windows, flooring and replaced hinges throughout the 
buildings. 
Repaired and replaced all window cords, escutcheons plates and ot.her miscellaneous 
hardware throughout the buildings. 
. Painters 
Tables and chairs were redone for use in the new smoking room. 
All furniture was varnished or painted, etc., when needed. 
Replaced glass when needed throughout the institution. 
The interior of the old kitchen building was redone for a new smoking room. 
The connecting spaceway from U. 2. S. to the South Infirmary was redone. 
Window sash reglazed. 
The room formerly used as a sewing room in the rear center was redone and alterations 
made for a new marking room. 
Two bedrooms at Employee's Horne North were repainted, also a bathroom. 
Radiators redone in rear center office and the "E" building day hall. 
Painted and decorated the day hall of L. 4. S., marking room, first halls, South, Ste-
ward's office, rear center passageway near the Steward's and Treasurer's offices, the new 
laboratory, one of the physician's offices, main garage. 
The new laboratory counters were coated with "Tropolite" acid-resisting paint. 
The North side of the basement of the married couples' dormitory was painted as it 
is to be used as a new electrical room and shop. 
Painted all tin roofs, hydrants, indicator posts and light posts. 
Painted the exterior woodwork at the horse-barn. 
Exteriors of houses No. 14 and 17 were repainted. 
Painted exterior woodwork and grills of South Infirmary. 
Patched painting throughout the buildings. 
Painted the new wagon shed. 
Painted and papered at the Superintendent's house. 
Masons 
Built roadway and parking space in front of the main building. 
Sections of the floor are being replaced with terrazzo in the fourth halls, North and 
South. (These sections were previously covered with linoleum or tile.) 
Patched all plaster througbout the buildings. 
Removed old ceiling and wood lath in Room No.9 of the Employees' Horne, South, 
and replaced with a three-coat plaster job on metal lath. 
The dining rooms in the first halls, South, were renovated to be used as dormitories. 
Removed the food elevator in first halls, South . The elevator shaft and enclosing 
partitions were removed and space within the dining room was remodelled into dormi-
tories. 
Made concrete slabs for the purpose of laying walks, etc. 
Repaired the brickwork at the Power House. 
Two ceilings replaced in .L. 3. S. bedrooms. 
A new ceiling was put up in the North basement leading to the infirmary, in two 
bedrooms of M. 2. S. and in the basement of the North wing. 
A concrete base for the pump at the Power House was erected. 
Excavated for gas line to the Superintendent's House, also for roadway foundation. 
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Plastered the fourth halls, North and South. 
Cleaned out surface water drain lines at the Memorial Group. 
Removed plaster on ceiling and part of the walls of the old dining room of U. 2. S. 
and this was replaced with a three-coat plaster job on metal lath. 
The brick wall of the South courtyard was raised three feet at the small entrance 
adjacent to the fourth halls, South, and the brickwork painted where needed. 
Installed a drain line to the cellar of the Superintendent's house. 
Removed trees and prepared site for wagon shed near the horse barn. Erected con-
crete gutter at wagon shed, concrete block wall and the footings on end wall piers. 
Installed a septic tank at Superintendent's house. 
Waterproofed part of the foundation at Superintendent's house. 
Bricked in boilers at the power plant. 
Cut out concrete for sump pit in floor of the fourth halls tunnel, South, to dining hall. 
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
Each year increases our indebtedness to the different organizations and individuals 
who, throughout the year, have so generously added in various ways to the welfare and 
comfort of our patients by donating reading material, entertainment, victrolas and 
records, games, fruit, candy, sums of money, Christmas gifts for the veterans, who are 
hospitalized at this hospital, and many other kindly acts. For this we are very grateful. 
Again I wish to express to the members of the Board of Trustees my sincere appre-
ciation for their continued friendly counsel and support, and to the officers and employees 
for their co-operation and faithfulness in carrying out the work in their departments. 
Respectfully submitted, 
ARTHUR N. BALL, M.D., 
Superintendent. 
Real Estate-Land. 612.7 acres . 
Buildings and betterments 
VALUATION 
November 30, 1940 
FINANCIAL REPORT 
To the Department of Mental Health: 
$ 175,365.00 
2,821,828.32 
$2,997,193.32 
I respectfully submit the following report of the finances of this institution for the 
fiscal year ending November 30, 1940. 
Board of Pa tien ts 
Personal Services 
Sales: 
Food. . . 
Clothing and materials. . 
Furnishings and household supplies 
Medical and general care . 
Heat and other plant operations 
Garage and grounds 
Repairs ordinary . 
Repairs and renewals 
Arts and crafts sales 
STATEMENT OF EARNINGS 
Miscellaneous-Junk . . . . . . . . . 
Farm: (itemize) (Cows, 51,488.74 ; calves, $729.98; miscellaneous, $776.33) 
Total Sales 
Miscellaneous: 
Interest on bank balances 
Rents. . . . . . 
Commission on telephone pay stations 
Miscellaneous income 
Total Miscellaneous 
Total earnings for the year . . . . . . . 
Total cash receipts reverting and transferred to the State Treasurer 
Accounts receivable outstanding Dec. I, 1939 
Accounts receivable outstanding Nov. 30, 1940 
Accounts receivable decreased MAINT~NAN~E Ap;ROPRiATIO; 
Balance from previous year, brought forward 
Appropriation, current year 
Total . . 
Expenditures as follows: 
Personal senices 
Food. . . 
Medical and general care 
$ 99,823.94 
310 .30 
$422.14 
147.03 
9.50 
30.87 
4.00 
65.15 
2,995.05 
3,673.74 
$120.58 
2,178.71 
58.11 
12.00 
2,369.40 
$106,177.38 
S106, 278.32 
$151.36 
50.42 
S100.94 
2,964.72 
798,658.12 
5801,622.84 
$445,877.00 
140,825.39 
21,309.33 
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Religious instruction 
Farm. . . . . 
Heat and other plant operation . 
Travel, transportation and office expenses 
Garage, $2,471.37; grounds $743.01 
Clothing and materials. . 
Furnistings and household supplies 
Repairs ordinary . 
Repairs and renewals 
Total maintenance expenditures . . . 
Balances of maintenance appropriation, November 30, 1940 
SPECIAL ApPROPRIATIONS 
Balance December I, 1939, brought forward 
Appropriations for current year. . 
Total . . 
Expended during the year. . . 
Reverting to Treasury of Commonwealth 
Balance November 30, 1940, carried to next year 
Act or Total Expended 
ApPROPRIATION Resolve Amount during 
Approprj"ted fiscal year 
Additional land 170-1932 $75,000 .00 3762.20 
Additional sprinkiers 234-1937 10 ,000.00 
Fire protection 234-1937 41,000.00 
Kitchen and ~g roo'm M-108-
1149 417,099.00 
Superintendent's house . 356-1938 15,000 .00 12,572.49 
Surgical suite and infirmary . 356-1938 15,000.00 
Hurricane and flood damage 507-1938 14,600.00 1,585.21 
Totals $587,699.00 $14,919.90 
PER CAPITA 
During the year the average number of patients has been, 2,118.97. 
Total cost of maintenance, $790,091.27. 
Equal to a weekly per capita cost of $7.1705. 
Total receipts for the year, $106,278.32. 
Equal to a weekly per capita of, 8.9645. 
Total net cost of maintenance for year, $683,812.95. 
Net weekly per capita, 56.206. 
Respectfully submitted, 
1,410.00 
24,822.11 
80,142.37 
5,895.10 
3,214.38 
15,237.13 
29,603.03 
10,126.85 
11,628.58 
$14,in9.90 
*21,568.82 
Total 
Expended 
to date 
558,358.80 
7,252.37 
40,439.48 
415,479.53 
12,572.49 
11 ,284.30 
5545,386.97 
EVA L. GRAVES, 
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$790,091.27 
11,531. 57 
3801,622.84 
$57,231.93 
-----
$57,231. 93 
36,488.72 
$ 20,743.21 
Balance at 
end of 
yea.r 
$16,641. 20* 
2,747.63* 
560 .52* 
1,619 .47* 
2,427.51 
15,000.00 
3,315.70 
542 ,312 .03 
Treasurer. 
Financial Statement Verified. 
Approved: WALTER S. MORGAN, Comp/roUer. 
STATISTICAL TABLES 
As ADOPTED BY THE AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION, PRESCRIBED BY THE 
MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH 
TABLE 1. General Information 
(Data correct at end of institution year November 30, 1940) 
Date of opening as a hospital for mental diseases: August 16, 1858. 
Type of hospital: State. 
Hospital plant: 
Value of hospital property: 
Real estate, including buildings 
Personal property 
Total. . . . . . . 
Total acreage of hospital property owned, 612.7. 
Total acreage under cultivation during previous year, 242. 
52,997,193.32 
256,956.64 
S3,254,149.96 
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Officers and employees: 
Superintendents . 
Assistan t physicians 
Total physicians 
Stewards . 
Resident dentists 
Pharmacists . 
Graduate nurses . . 
Other nurses and attendants 
Occupational therapists 
Social workers. . . 
All other officers and employees 
Total officers and employees 
November 30. 1940 
Actually in Service 
at End of Year 
M. F. T. 
1 1 
7 2 9 
8 2 10 
2 2 
1 1 
1 1 
5 42 47 
122 121 243 
2 4 6 
3 3 
95 63 158 
236 235 471 
Classification by Diagnosis 
September 30. 1940 
Census of Patient Population at end of year: 
Actually in Hospital 
M. F. T. 
WHITE: 
Insane 962 1,119 2,081 
Mental def~ctiv"'; 6 5 11 
Alcoholics 1 1 
All other cases 4 3 7 
Total 
OTHER RACES: 
972 1,128 2,100 
Insane 13 13 26 
Total 13 13 26 
Grand Total 985 1,141 2,126 
Patients under treatment in occupational-therapy classes, including physical 
training, on date of report. . . . . . . . . 
Patients in occupational therapy classes, including pbysical training, and 
employed also in general work of hospital 
Patients employed in general work only . 
Voluntary patients admitted during year. . . . . 
Persons giv"en advice or treatment in out-patient clinics during year 
15 
Vacancies at End 
of Year 
M. F. T. 
2 
2 3 
Absent from Hospital 
but still on Books 
M. F . T. 
137 203 340 
2 2 4 
1 1 
1 2 
140 207 347 
2 
1 1 2 
141 208 349 
M . F. T. 
54 190 244 
60 211 27{ 
431 509 940 
2 2 
385 267 652 
TABLE 2. Movement of Patient Population for the Year Ended September 30,1940 
(Data in all of the following tables are based on the Statistical Year October I, 1939 to September 30, 1940) 
Patient~ on books lit beginning of the year: 
In institution • 
On visit. 
On escape . 
In family care. 
Total . . 
Admissions during year: 
First admissions 
Readmissions. . 
Total admissions . • 
Transfers from other mental hospitals 
Total received during year • 
Total on books during year • . 
Discharged from books during yellr : 
As recovered . 
As improved . 
As ummproved • . . 
As without I'sychosis . . 
Total discharged to community 
Transferred to other mental hospitals . . . 
Died during year within hospital • . . . 
Died on escape, visit or family care (not added in Totals) 
Total discharged, transferred and died during year. 
Patients remaining on books of hospital at end of year: 
I'll institution. . . . . . . 
On visit 
On escape . 
In family care . 
Total 
M. 
921 
121 
10 
6 
1,058 
228 
91 
319 
3 
322 
1,380 
48 
70 
22 
16 
156 
10 
88 
254 
985 
129 
9 
3 
1,126 
TOTAL 
F. 
1,095 
185 
1 
12 
1,293 
229 
86 
315 
7 
322 
1,615 
13 
134 
19 
6 
172 
1 
93 
266 
1,141 
195 
1 
12 
1,349 
T. 
2.016 
306 
11 
18 
2.351 
457 
177 
634 
10 
644 
2,995 
61 
204 
41 
22 
328 
11 
181 
520 
2,126 
324 
10 
15 
2,475 
REGULAR COURT 
COMMITMENT 
(INSANE) 
M. 
915 
121 
10 
6 
1,052 
182 
86 
268 
3 
271 
1,323 
24 
68 
19 
1 
112 
10 
80 
1 . 
202 
980 
129 
9 
3 
1.121 
F. 
1,090 
185 
1 
12 
1,288 
200 
79 
279 
7 
286 
1,574 
2 
125 
15 
142 
1 
87 
4 
230 
1,136 
195 
1 
12 
1,344 
T. 
2,005 
306 
11 
18 
2,340 
382 
165 
547 
10 
557 
2,897 
26 
193 
34 
1 
254 
11 
167 
5 
432 
2,116 
324 
10 
15 
2,465 
TEMPORARY 10BSERVATIONI VOLUNTARY 
CARE 
M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F. T. 
9 5 14 
145 
10 9 19 
10 9 19 
10 10 20 
325 
1 1 
246 
314 
9 7 16 
2 3 
10 9 19 
5 5 
5 5 
37 22 59 
437 
41 25 66 
41 25 66 
46 25 71 
20 9 29 
134 
1 1 
12 5 17 
34 17 51 
7 4 11 
41 21 62 
549 
549 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
2 
2 
2 
7 
1 
6 
7 
7 
.... 
0> 
""d 
~ 
~ 
.... 
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SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 
M. F. T. 
Average daily number of patients on books during year I, 104.04 
Actually in institution during year 963.27 
1,327 . 57 2,431.61 
1,126.27 2,089.54 
On visit . 125.62 187.46 313.08 
On escape . 9.84 .29 10.13 
In family care. . . . . . . .. 5.31 
Number of patients actually remaining in institution September 30, 1940 
13.55 18.86 
State . . . . . . . 902 959 1,861 
Reimbursing . . . . . . 82 
Ex-service patients paid by Federal Government . 1 
Number of patients in family care September 30, 1940 3 
State 3 
182 264 
1 
12 15 
8 11 
Private . . . . . . . . . . 4 4 
Number of non~insane patients in hospital at end of institution year: 
Mentally defective 6 5 11 
Others 4 4 8 
TABLE 3. Nativity of First Admissions and of Parents of First Admissions 
PARENTS OF MALE PARENTS OF FEMALE 
PATIENTS PATIENTS PATIENTS 
NATIVITY 
Both Both 
M. F. T. Fathers Mothers Parents Fathers Mothers Parents 
United States' 171 162 333 86 81 70 76 86 73 
Australia - - - - - - 1 - -
Austria 2 1 3 3 4 3 5 3 3 
Canada' 16 14 30 37 32 30 26 22 21 
Czecho-Slovakia . - 1 1 - 1 - 2 2 2 
Denmark 1 - 1 1 1 1 - - -
England 3 5 8 4 6 4 10 9 9 
France - - - - 1 - - - -
Germany 2 1 3 7 6 6 5 4 3 
Hungary - - - - - - 1 I 1 
Ireland 7 12 19 28 33 26 43 45 41 
Italy 6 9 15 13 11 11 14 13 13 
Poland 9 15 24 22 21 20 26 26 26 
Portugal 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Roumania - - - - - - 1 1 1 
Russia 1 2 3 4 2 2 4 4 4 
Scotland 2 1 3 4 5 4 1 1 1 
Spain 1 - 1 1 1 1 - - -
Sweden 3 2 5 4 4 4 3 2 2 
Switzerland - 1 1 - - - 1 1 1 
West Indies' 1 - 1 1 1 1 - - -
Other Countries 2 2 4 3 4 3 3 3 3 
Unknown - - - 9 13 7 6 5 3 
Total 228 229 457 228 228 194 229 229 208 
'(Persons born In Hawaii, Porto R,co and the Vugrn Islands should be recorded as born in the United 
States.) 
'Includes Newfoundland. 'Except Cuba, Porto Rico and Virgin Islands. 
TABLE 4. Age of First Admissions Classified with Reference to Nativity, and Length of Residence in the United States of the Foreign B orn 
NATIVE BORN FOREIGN BORN 
PARENTAGE TIME IN UNITED STATES BEFORE ADMISSION 
Aggregate 
Total Total 
AGE AT ADMISSION 
Foreign Mixed Native Unknown 5-9 15 yea rs Unknown 
years and over 
M. F. T. M. F . T . M . F. T. M. F. T. M . F. T. M . F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T . M . F . T. M . F . T. 
0- 14 years 1 1 2 1 1 2 - 1 1 - - - 1 - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
15- 19 years 20 11 31 19 11 30 6 4 10 4 1 5 9 6 15 - - - 1 - 1 - - - 1 - 1 - - -
20-24 years 20 19 39 20 19 39 8 12 20 3 1 4 7 6 13 2 - 2 - -
-
- - - - - - - - -
25- 29 years 19 13 32 15 12 27 5 6 11 3 2 5 7 4 11 - - - 4 1 5 - - - 4 1 5 - - -
30- 34 years 21 12 33 20 11 31 9 5 14 5 2 7 6 4 10 - - - 1 1 2 - - - 1 1 2 - - -
35-39 years 21 18 39 18 16 34 9 8 17 4 1 5 4 7 11 1 - 1 3 2 5 - - - 2 2 4 I - I 
40-44 years 17 20 37 9 12 21 3 3 6 1 I 2 5 7 12 - 1 I 8 8 16 - - - 7 8 15 1 - 1 
45-49 years 17 19 36 12 14 26 7 4 11 I 3 4 4 7 11 - - - 5 5 10 - - - 5 5 10 - - -
5{}-54 years 15 23 38 5 13 III 2 6 8 - - - 2 7 9 I - 1 10 10 20 - - - 10 10 20 - - -
55-59 years 23 22 45 18 11 29 6 3 9 3 2 5 8 6 14 1 - 1 5 11 16 - - - 5 11 16 - - -
6{}-64 years 10 16 26 5 9 14 3 4 7 - 3 3 1 2 3 1 - 1 5 7 12 - I 1 5 6 11 - - -
65-69 years 14 12 26 11 8 19 6 4 10 3 - 3 2 4 6 - - - 3 4 7 - - - 3 4 7 - - -
7{}-74 years 13 15 28 6 10 16 3 5 8 - - - 3 5 8 - - - 7 5 12 - - - 7 ' 5 12 - - -
75- 79 years 10 7 17 8 4 12 - 1 1 - - - 8 3 11 - - - 2 3 5 - - - 2 3 5 - - -
8{}-84 years . 2 14 16 2 7 9 I 3 4 - - - 1 3 4 - 1 1 - 7 7 - - - - 7 7 - - -
85 years and over 5 7 12 2 4 6 1 2 3 - - - 1 1 2 - 1 1 3 3 6 - - - 3 3 6 - - -
Tota l 228 229 457 171 162 333 69 71 140 27 16 43 69 72 141 6 3 9 57 67 124 - 1 1 55 66 121 2 - 2 
...... 
00 
"0 
~ 
I>-:l 
...... 
TOTAL 
RACE 
M. F. T. 
African (black) . 5 3 8 
EngliSh. . 18 22 40 
French 34 22 56 
German 7 4 11 
Hebrew 3 2 5 
Irish 35 52 87 
Italian' 13 14 27 Lithuania~ 2 3 5 
Magyar . 1 1 
Portuguese 1 1 2 
Scandinavian 2 5 2 7 
Scotch 5 3 8 
Slavonic! 26 36 62 
Spanish 1 1 
Syrian 1 1 
Mixed 69 64 133 
Race unkn"own 3 3 
Total 228 229 457 
T ABI,E 5. Citizenship of First Admissions 
Citizens by birth. . 
Citizens by naturalization 
Aliens . . 
First Papers. . 
Citizenship unknown 
Total 
Males 
172 
22 
23 
2 
9 
228 
Females Total 
162 334 
26 48 
28 51 
2 
13 22 
229 457 
TABLE 6. Race of First Admissions Classified with Reference to Principal Psychoses 
With 
With With With With Due With other 
syphilitic other epidemic other Alcoholic to drugs, Traumatic cerebral disturb-
meningo- forms of encepha- infectious psychoses etc. psychoses arterio- ancea of 
encephalitis syphilis litis diseases sclerosis circulation 
M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F . T. M. F . T. 
2 - 2 - 1 1 - - ~I - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 2 - 2 1 - 1 - 4 2 6 13 - 13 - - 2 2 4 - 1 1 - 1 1 -
2 - 2 2 7 1 8 3 4 
2 - 2 2 - 2 - 1 1 
1 - 1 
1 - 1 - 1 -
3 - 3 - 1 - 1 6 2 8 2 3 1 -
1 - 1 
4 5 - 1 4 
- 41 
- 2 - 2 10 4 14 
-I 1 1 
14 1 15 2 I - - 1 2 3 39 443 2 3 - 3 19 14 33 3 41 
With 
convulsive I Senile IInVOlutional disorders psychoses psychoses 
(epilepsy 
M. F. T. M. F. T . M. F. T. 
2 - 2 
4 9 13 2 2 
5 1 6 2 3 5 
1 2 3 1 1 
1 1 
- 1 8 1725 6 7 
- 2 2 1 1 
1 - 1 1 1 
- 1 1 
1 - - 1 1 
1 - 2 - 2 
- 1 1 - 1 I - 7 7 
-I 7 12 19 5 3 8 1 - 1 
2 2 4 32 45 77 8 2735 
'"d 
~ 
!::: 
I-" 
<:0 
RACE 
Due to 
other 
metabolic 
diseases, 
etc. 
TABLE 6. Race of First Admissions Classified with R eference to Principa lPsychoses - Concluded 
Due to 
new 
growth 
With 
organic 
changes of 
nervous 
system 
Psycho-
neuroses 
Manic~ 
depressive 
psychoses 
Dementia 
praecox 
Paranoid 
and 
paranoid 
conditions 
With 
psycho-
pathic 
personality 
With 
mental 
deficiency 
Undi-
agnosed 
psychoses 
Without 
psychoses 
Primary 
behavior 
disorders 
M. F. T. M. F. T.I M. F. T.I M. F. T. M. F. T.I M . F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F . T . I M. F . T . I M . F. T. I M. F. T. 
African (black) 
English 
French 
German 
Hebrew 
Irish . 
nalianl . 
Lithuanian 
Magyar . 
Portu~uese . 
Scandinavian2 
Scotch . 
Slavonic' 
Spani .. h 
Syrian 
Mixed . 
Race unknown 
Total 
- 1 
1 -
- 1 
2 
235 
lJ.ncludes "North" and "South." 
'Norwegians. Danes and Swedes. 
1 -
- 1 
- 1 
2 3 
- 1 
1 -
2 
- 2 2 
336 
1 - 1 
- 3 3 
325 
1 - 1 
- 4 4 
5 17 22 
13 31 44 
235 
235 
1 - 1 
2 - 2 
369 
336 
- 1 1 
1 -
- 3 3 
5 6 
4 7 11 
19 31 50 
1- 11 - 1 213 
2 4 6 1-
- 1 1 
- 1 1 
56111 - 33 
235 -11 
- 1 1 
1 -
1 - 1 
10 5 15 I 1 4 5 
1 - 1 
9 9 18 I 3 3 6 
1 - 1 
33 31 64 I 7 12 19 
2 3 1 -
1 - - 1 
- 1 - 2 2 - 1 
2 - 2 235 
4 - 4 3 8 11 
'Includes Bohemian, Bosnian, Croatian, Dalmatian, Herzegovinian. Montenegrin, Moravian, Polish. Russian, Ruthenian, Servian, Slovak, Slovenian. 
2 
1 1 2 
123 
1 - 1 
538 
1 - 1 
- 2 2 
9110 
18 927 
- 1 
3 - 3 
3 1 4 
~ 
'"ci 
~ 
t.:) 
..... 
-
"t1 
b 
t-.:> 
...... 
TABLE 7. Age of First Admissions Classified with Reference to Principal Psychoses 
0-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 I 40-44 I 45-49 TOTAL years years years years years years years years 
PSYCHOSES 
M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T . M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. 
With 8Y~hilitic meningo-enccphalitis 14 1 15 1 - - I - - I - - I 1 - - I 4 4 3 3 1 4 5 
With ot er forms of syphillis . . 1 1 2 
With epidemic encephalitis. . 1 1 
With other infectious diseases 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 
Alcoholic psychoses 39 4 43 2 3 6 7 6 7 7 7 2 2 
Due to drugs. etc. 1 1 2 1 
Traumat.ic psychoses. . 3 3 1 
With cerehral arteriosclerosis. 19 14 33 2 
With other disturbances of circulati~n 3 1 4 1 
With convu lsive disorders (epilepsy) 2 2 4 2 2 
Senile psychoses . . . . 32 45 77 1 
Involutional psychoses. . . 8 27 · 35 4 4 4 5 
Due to other metabolic diseases. etc. 2 3 5 1 1 
Due to new growth . . . . 1 2 3 
With organic changes of nervous system. 1 1 2 1 1 
Psychoneuroses. . . . . 13 31 44 2 2 4 1 5 6 2 1 3 3 1 4 1 6 7 2 4 6 1 5 6 
Manic-depressive psychoses . 19 31 50 5 1 6 4 7 11 2 1 3 3 2 5 3 3 6 2 2 2 2 4 
Dementia praecox . . 33 31 64 3 6 9 8 5 13 9 6 15 6 3 9 3 4 7 2 4 6 1 2 3 
Paranoia and paranoid conditions 7 12 19 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 3 
With psychopathic personality 4 4 1 1 1 1 
With mental deficiency. 3 8 11 2 2 1 2 2 
Undiagnosed rcychoses . 1 1 2 1 
Without pShc oses . 18 9 27 7 7 4 5 2 3 2 2 
Primary be avior disorders 3 1 4 1 1 1 1 
Total 228 229 457 2 20 11 31 20 19 39 19 13 32 21 12 33 21 18 39 1 17 20 37 1 17 19 36 
t-.:> 
...... 
TABLE 7. Age of First Admissions Classified with Referenre to Principal Psychoses - Concluded 
PSYCHOSES 
With syphilitic meningo-encephalitis 
With other forms of syphillis 
With epidemic encephalitis . 
With other infectious diseases 
Alcoholic psychoses 
Due to drugs, etc. 
Traumatic psychoses. . 
With cerebral arteriosclerosis . 
With other disturbances of circulation 
With convulsive disorders (epilepsy) 
Senile psychoses . 
Involutional psychoses . . 
Due to other metabolic diseases, etc. 
Due to new growth . . . . 
With organic changes of nervous system 
Psychoneuroses. . . 
Manic-depressive psychoses . 
Dementia praecox . . . 
Paranoia and paranoid conditions . 
With psychopathic personality 
With mental deficiency 
Undiagnosed psychoses 
Without psychoses . 
Primary behavior disorders 
Total 
50-54 
years 
5&-59 
years 
60-64 
years 
65-69 
years 
70-74 
years 
7&-79 
years 
80-84 
years 
85 years 
and over 
M. F. T'IM. F T'IM. F. T'IM. F. T'IM. F. T'IM. F. T'IM. F. T'IM. F. T. 
6 7 
2 11 13 
1 1 
1 1 
3 3 
4 4 
2 3 
2 
7 7 
639 
358 
2 2 
1 
2 3 
4 4 
1 
1 
1 
3 3 
224 
3 4 
1 2 
5 1 6 
2 2 
2 2 
3 3 
3 4 
437 
1 1 
4 7 11 
2 2 
3 4 3 3 
1 1 
8 12 20 7 7 14 
15 23 38 I 23 22 45 I 10 16 26 I 14 12 26 I 13 15 28 I 10 7 17 
2 2 
2 12 14 5 6 11 
2 14 16 5 7 12 
~ 
""d 
~ 
to;) 
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TABLE 8. DegTee of Education of First Admission~ Classified with Refel'ence to Principal Psychoses 
P8YCHOSE8 
With syphilitic meningo-encephalitis 
With other forms of syphilis . . 
With epidemic encephalitis 
With other infectious diseases 
Alcoholic psychoses 
Due to drugs. etc. 
Trau rna tic psychoses. . 
With cerebral arteriosclerosis. . 
With other disturbances of circulation 
With convulsive disorders (epilepsy) 
Senile psychoses. . 
Involutional psychoses. . . 
Due to other metabolic disease •• etc. 
Due to new growth . . . 
With organic changes of nervous system 
Psychoneuroses. . . 
Manic-depressive psychoses . 
Dementia praecox . . 
Paranoia and paranoid conditions 
With psychopathic personality 
With mental deficiency. 
Undiagnosed psychoses . 
Without psychoses . 
Primary behavior disorders 
Total 
TO'l'AL Illiterate 
M. F. T. I M. F. T. 
14 1 15 
1 1 2 
1 1 
1 2 3 
39 4 43 
1 1 2 
3 3 
19 14 33 
3 1 4 
224 
32 45 77 
8 27 35 
235 
1 2 3 
1 1 2 
13 31 44 
19 31 50 
33 31 64 
7 12 19 
4 4 
3 8 11 
1 1 2 
18 9 27 
314 
228 229 457 
2 2 
2 
1 
1 1 
448 
4 4 
2 
2 3 
2 2 
12 15 27 
Reads and 
Writes 
Common 
School 
High 
School College Unknown 
M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F. T. 
3 3 
1 
8 8 
1 1 
224 
1 1 
1 1 
7 5 12 
1 1 2 
123 
1 2 3 
4 4 
347 
257 
2 3 
7 7 
1 
1 
1 1 
21 3 24 
2 2 
14 6 20 
2 2 
2 2 
11 20 31 
6 16 22 
1 2 3 
1 1 
6 11 17 
7 19 26 
18 16 34 
347 
3 3 
1 1 
1 1 2 
7 6 13 
2 1 3 
36 25 61 I 115 108 223 
3 4 
1 1 
1 
7 8 
1 
1 1 
235 
4 8 12 
1 3 4 
1 1 2 
1 1 
1 1 
6 15 21 
10 6 16 
10 12 22 
2 2 
1 
729 
1 1 
55 58 113 
2 3 
1 1 
4 5 
3 3 
1 ) 
3 11 14 
2 2 
5 6 Jl 
3 3 
7 12 19 
'"0 
~ 
I>:l 
.... 
I>:l 
c...:> 
PSYCHOSES 
TABLE 9. Envimnment of First Admissions Classified with Reference to Principal Psychoses 
TOTAL 0-2,499 
2,500-
9,999 
10,000-
24,999 
25,000-
40,999 
50,000-
99,999 
100,000-
249,999 Unknown 
M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F. T . I M. F. T. 
With syphilitic men in go-encephalitis 
With other forms of syphilis. . 
With epidemic encephalitis 
With other infectious diseases 
Alcoholic psychoses 
Due to drugs, etc. . 
Traumatic psychoses . 
With cerebral arteriosclerosis. . 
With other disturbances of circulation 
With convulsive disorders (epilepsy) 
Senile psychoses . 
Involutional psychoses . 
Due to other metabolic diseases, etc. 
Due to new growth . . . 
With organic changes of nervous system 
Psychoneuroses . . 
Manic-depressive psychoses 
Demen tia praecox. . . 
Paranoia and paranoid conditions 
With psychopathic personality 
With mental deficiency . 
Undiagnosed psychoses . 
Without psychoses. . 
Primary behavior disorders 
Total 
14 15 15 
1 1 2 
1 1 
1 2 3 
39 4 43 
1 1 2 
3 3 
19 14 33 
3 1 4 
224 
32 45 77 
8 27 35 
235 
1 2 3 
1 1 2 
13 31 44 
19 31 50 
33 31 64 
7 12 19 
4 4 
3 8 11 
1 1 2 
18 9 27 
3 1 4 
228 229 457 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
3 
2 
4 
1 
5 
5 
2 
1 
4 
1 
4 
1 
3 
1 
7 
1 
2 
1 
3 
3 
1 
7 
1 
5 
1 
5 6 11 
235 
4 9 13 
4 10 14 
5 5 10 
1 1 
1 1 
1 
15 ·19 ·34 I ·38 37 75 
11 
1 
5 
2 
1 
11 
3 
1 
4 
9 
1 
1 
2 
8 
1 
2 13 
1 
2 
1 
7 
3 
1 
14 25 
6 9 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
8 8 
6 10 
7 16 
4 5 
1 
3 
4 12 
1 
3 
2 
7 
4 
1 
4 
2 
7 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
9 
2 2 
6 10 
4 5 
4 8 
2 4 
7 14 
1 2 
1 
1 
2 
7 
6 
4 
1 
3 
2 
1 
8 
2 
9 15 
6 6 
1 
2 2 
5 5 
2 6 
3 4 
2 2 
4 
1 
62· -68 120- f- 34 31 ··65 I -23 .,35 ·· 58 
3 
1 
8 
1 
2 
1 
5 
I 
1 
1 
2 
5 
5 
2 
1 
3 
2 
4 
2 
9 
1 
1 
5 7 
1 
9 14 
5 6 
2 2 
I 
1 
5 7 
6 11 
8 13 
3 5 
1 
1 
3 
2 
44 48 92 
2 
4 
1 
3 
1 
2 
4 
1 
1 
3 
1 
12 1 13 
I-.:l 
.... 
'"d 
~ 
l~ 
...... 
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TABLE 10_ Economic Con1,ition oj First Adm-iss-ions Classified with Reference 
to Princip2l P sychoses 
TOTAL 
PSYCHOSES 
M_ F. T . 
With syphilitic meningo-
encephalitis. . _ 14 
With other forms of syphilis 1 
With epidemic encephalitis -
With other infectious dis-
eases. .. 1 
Alcoholic psychoses _ 39 
Due to drugs, etc. . 1 
Traumatic psychoses . 3 
With cerebral arteriosclerosis 19 
With other disturbances of 
circulation. . . 3 
With convulsive disorders (epilepsy) _ 2 
Senile psychoses _ 32 
Involutional psychoses . 8 
Due to other metabolic dis-
eases, etc... 2 
Due to new growth. . 1 
With organic changes of 
nervous system 1 
Psychoneuroses . _ 13 
Manic-depressive psychoses 19 
Dementia praecox _ . 33 
Paranoia and paranoid con-
ditions . . . 7 
With psychopathic personalit y 4 
With mental deficiency . 3 
Undiagnosed psychoses. 1 
Without psychoses. . 18 
Primary behavior disorders 3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
4 
1 
14 
1 
2 
45 
27 
3 
2 
1 
31 
31 
31 
12 
8 
1 
9 
1 
15 
2 
1 
3 
43 
2 
3 
33 
4 
4 
77 
35 
5 
3 
2 
44 
50 
64 
19 
4 
11 
2 
27 
4 
Dependent 
M. F. T. 
2 
1 
1 
6 1 7 
- 1 1 
7 7 14 
1 - 1 
2 1 3 
10 20 30 
189 
- 2 2 
1 1 2 
4 6 10 
8 8 16 
8 17 25 
224 
1 - 1 
246 
8 2 10 
2 - 2 
Marginal 
M. F. T. 
5 
21 
2 
5 
1 
10 
6 
2 
2 
8 
11 
3 
1 
1 
1 
6 
2 
1 
3 
9 
9 
1 
1 
15 
11 
10 
7 
1 
3 
1 
5 
2 
22 
2 
8 
1 
19 
15 
2 
1 
1 
17 
19 
21 
10 
1 
1 
2 
9 
1 
Comfortable Unknown 
M. F. T. M. F. T. 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
8 
1 
12 
1 
6 
1 
10 
1 
6 
3 
14 
2 
2 
4 
1 
2 
4 
1 
8 
1 
14 
1 
10 
2 
1 1 
14 24 
9 9 
9 
10 
4 
2 
4 
4 
1 
15 
13 
18 
4 
2 
4 
8 
1 
1----------1--------1---------1--------1-------
Total 228 229 457 64 83 147 85 74 159 7 7 14 72 65 137 
26 P.D.21 
TABLE 11. Use of Alcohol by First Admissions Classified with Reference to Principal 
Psychoses 
TOTAL Abstinent Temperate Intemperate Unknown 
PSYCHOSES 
M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. 
With sr.:hilitic meningo-
encep alitis . . . 14 1 15 3 - 3 8 1 9 2 - 2 1 - 1 
With other forms of sbphilis 1 1 2 1 1 2 - - - - - - - - -
With epidemic encep alitis - 1 1 - 1 1 - - - - - - - - -
With other infectious dis-
eases 1 2 3 - 1 1 - - - 1 1 2 - - -
Alcoholic' psychoses : 39 4 43 - - - - - - 39 4 43 - - -
Due to drugs, etc. . 1 1 2 - - - 1 - 1 - 1 1 - - -
Traumatic psychoses 3 - 3 - - - 2 - 2 1 - 1 - - -
With cerebral arteriosclero~ 
sis 
With oth~r disturba~ces of 19 14 33 3 9 12 10 3 13 5 1 6 1 1 2 
circulation d~rder~ 3 1 4 1 - 1 2 1 3 - - - - - -With convulsi~e 
(epilepsy~ . 2 2 4 - 2 2 2 - 2 - - - - - -
Senile psyc oses . 32 45 77 11 31 42 10 7 17 6 - 6 5 7 12 
Involutional psychoses . 8 27 35 3 17 20 3 7 10 1 1 2 1 2 3 
Due to other metabolic 
diseases, etc. 2 3 5 - 2 2 - - - 1 - 1 1 1 2 
Due to new growth : 
of 
1 2 3 - 2 2 - - - 1 - 1 - - -
With organic changes 
nervous system 1 I 2 1 1 2 - - - - - - - - -
Psychoneuroses . . 13 31 44 2 21 23 7 8 15 3 2 5 1 - 1 
Manic-depressive psychos~ 19 31 50 6 22 28 9 6 15 3 - 3 1 3 4 
Dementia praecox. . 33 31 64 10 22 32 13 8 21 8 - 8 2 1 3 
Paranoia and paranoid con-
ditions 7 12 19 1 3 4 5 6 11 1 - 1 - 3 3 
With psychopathic per-
sonality . . 4 - 4 2 - 2 - - - 2 - 2 - - -
With mental deficiency 3 8 11 1 7 8 1 - 1 - - - 1 1 2 
Undiagnosed psychoses . 1 1 2 - 1 1 1 - 1 - - - - - -
Without PShchoses. . 18 9 27 8 4 12 4 2 6 6 3 9 - - -
Primary be avior disorders 3 1 4 1 1 2 2 - 2 - - - - - -
Total 228 229 457 54 148 202 80 49 129 80 13 93 14 19 33 
TABLE 12. Marital Condition of First Admissions Classified with Refel'ence to Principal Psychoses 
With syphilitic meningo-encephalitis 
With other forms of syphilis 
With epidemic encephalitis 
With other infectious diseases 
Alcoholic psychoses 
Due to drugs, etc. . 
Traumatic psychoses . . 
PSYCHOSES 
With cerebral arteriosclerosis . . 
With other disturbances of circulation. 
With convulsive disorders (epilepsy) 
Senile psychoses . 
Involutional psychoses . . 
Due to other metabolic diseases, etc. 
Due to new growth. . . . 
With organic changes of nervous system 
Psychoneuroses . . 
Manic-depressive psychoses 
Dementia praecox . . . 
Paranoia and paranoid conditions 
With psychopathic personality 
With mental deficiency . 
Undiagnosed psychoses . 
Without psychoses. . 
Primary beba vior disorders 
Total 
TOTAL Single Married Widowed Divorced Separated 
M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F. T. 
14 1 15 
1 1 2 
1 1 
1 2 3 
39 4 43 
1 1 2 
3 3 
19 14 33 
3 1 4 
224 
32 45 77 
8 27 35 
235 
1 2 3 
1 1 2 
13 31 44 
19 31 50 
33 31 64 
7 12 19 
4 4 
3 8 11 
1 1 2 
18 9 27 
3 1 4 
228 229 457 
3 3 
16 17 
1 1 
1 1 
336 
1 1 
1 1 2 
7 5 12 
246 
1 1 2 
3 11 14 
11 10 21 
24 20 44 
336 
3 3 
347 
12 3 15 
3 3 
98 67 165 
8 9 
1 1 
1 2 3 
16 3 19 
1 1 
1 1 
12 5 17 
2 2 
1 1 2 
17 9 26 
5 18 23 
1 2 3 
1 1 
1 1 2 
9 12 21 
7 14 21 
6 9 15 
4 6 10 
2 2 
1 1 2 
448 
1 1 
97 93 190 
2 2 
2 2 
268 
1 1 
7 30 37 
3 3 
2 
6 6 
4 4 
2 2 
1 
2 2 
15 55 70 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
3 
7 6 13 
5 5 
2 3 
2 3 
1 2 
11 8 19 
'i:I 
~ 
tv 
..... 
tv 
"" 
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TABLE 13. Menta! Disorders of All Admissions, All Discharges, 
September 30,1940, by 
MENTAL DISORDERS 
Psychoses Due to or Associated 
with Infections . . 
Syphm. of the Central Nerv-
ous System . . . 
Meningo-encephalitic type 
(general paresis) 
Other types. . . 
With epidemic encephalitis . 
With other infectious disease 
Psychoses Due to Intoxication 
Due to Alcohol. . 
Pathological intoxication 
Delirium tremens . 
Korsakow's psychosis 
Acute hallucinosis 
Other types. . . 
Due to Drugs or Other Exo-
g:enous Poisons . . 
Due to opium and deriva-
tives. . 
Due to other drugs . 
Psychoses Due to Trauma 
Traumatic delirium. . 
Post-traumatic personality 
disorders . . . 
Post-traumatic mental deterio-
ration 
Other types . . . 
Psychoses Due to Disturbance 
of Circula.tion. . . 
With cerebral arteriosclerosis 
With cerebral embolism 
With cardio-renal disease 
Other types . . . 
P81/chosi. Due to Convulsive 
Disorders (Epilepsy) 
Epileptic deterioration 
Epileptic clouded states 
Other epileptic types. . 
Psychoses Due to Disturb-
ances of M etaboli8m, Growth, 
Nutrition or Endocrine Func-
tion . . 
Senile Psychoses . 
Simple deterioration 
Presbyophrenic type . 
Delirium and confused types 
Depressed and agitated 
types. . 
Paranoid types 
Involutional psychoses 
Melancholia . 
Paranoid types 
Other types. . . 
With diseases of the endocrine 
glands. . 
Exhaustion delirium 
Alzheimer's disease . . 
With pellagra . . . 
With other somatic diseases . 
Psychoses Due to New Growth 
With intracranial neoplasms 
With other neoplasms . 
Psychoses Due to Unknown or 
Hereditary Causes, but Asso-
ciated with Organic Changes 
With multiple sclerosis 
With paralysis agitans 
With Huntington's chorea . 
With other brain or nervous 
diseases. . . . 
Disorders oj Psychogenic Origin 
or Without Clearly Defined 
Tangible Cause or Structural 
Change . 
Psychoneuroses 
ALL ADMISSIONS 
First 
Admissions 
Read-
missions 
A LL DISCHARGES 
First 
Admissions 
Read-
missions 
M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. I Rate M. F. T. Rate 
16 5 21 2 
15 2 17 2 
14 
1 
1 
40 
39 
5 
lO 
4 
7 
13 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 15 
1 2 
1 1 
2 3 
5 45 
4 43 
1 6 
1 11 
4 
8 
14 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
22 15 37 
19 14 33 
2 
1 
2 
1 
42 
32 
22 
2 
2 
2 
75 
45 
25 
7 
1 
3 
1 
4 
1 
1 
2 
117 
77 
47 
9 
3 
246 
4 8 12 
8 27 35 
6 13 19 
2 13 15 
1 1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
2 
1 
2 
7 
7 
2 
1 
2 
2 
6 
2 
1 
1 
4 
3 
1 
1 1 2 1 
- I _ 
1 1 
79 113 192 71 
13 31 44 6 
3 
3 
1 
2 
13 
5 
3 
1 
1 
7 
1 
5 
1 
2 
2 
2 
10 
10 
1 
2 
1 
2 
4 
19 
7 
4 ! 
1 
2 
11 
4 
6 
1 
2 
2 
66 137 
11 17 
6 
4 
3 
1 
1 
1 
21 
20 
4 
4 
3 
5 
4 
1 
5 
5 
7 
4 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
52 
11 
3 9 78.9 
1 5 51. 5 
4 
1 
1 
2 3 
5 26 
4 24 
1 5 
1 5 
3 
6 
5 
43.0 
250.0 
90.9 
500.0 
185.7 
173.9 
714.2 
333.3 
200.0 
240.0 
65.7 
1 2 1000.0 
1 2 lOOO.O 
1 2 142.8 
- 1 500.0 
1 1 166.6 
4 9 62.0 
4 9 66.1 
22 29 
10 14 
4 6 
1 1 
1 1 
2 3 
2 3 
9 11 
4 5 
5 6 
1 1 
2 3 
1 1 
1 1 
79.8 
66.0 
50.8 
50.0 
333.3 
187.5 
54 . 5 
85.9 
59.5 
146.3 
500 . 0 
250.0 
76.9 
142.8 
77 129 101. 6 
28 39 406.2 
14 
13 
8 
4 
2 
2 
1 
2 105.2 
1 62.5 
1 62.5 
1 333.3 
16 347.8 
15 333.3 
1 1000.0 
1 200.0 
8 888.8 
5 185.1 
1 - 1 1000.0 
1 - 1 1000.0 
1 
3 3 
1 
2 
6 
6 
4 
1 
1 
1 62.5 
1 66.6 
1 333.3 
3 214 . 2 
1 166.6 
2 285.7 
7 107.6 
6 146.3 
4 137.9 
1 100 . 0 
1 500.0 
1 1000 . 0 
28 40 68 98.9 
4 7 11 314.2 
P.D.21 
All Deaths, 1940, All Cases in Residence and All Cases Out on 
Status of Admission and Sex: Rates per 1.000 
ALL DEATHS RESIDENT POPULATION 
First Read- First Read-
Admissions missions Admissions missions 
M. F. T. Rate M. F. T. Rate M. F. T. M. F. T. 
13 3 16 158.4 1 - 1 55.5 61 15 76 10 5 15 
13 2 15 172.4 1 - 1 66.6 57 10 67 8 5 13 
11 2 13 156.6 1 - 1 66.6 57 9 66 8 5 13 
2 - 2 500.0 - - - - - 1 1 - - -
- - - - - - - - 3 5 8 2 - 2 
- 1 1 200.0 - - - - 1 - 1 - - -
5 1 6 48.7 - - - - 84 7 91 23 3 26 
5 1 6 49.5 - - - - 84 7 91 23 3 26 
- -
- - - - - - 2 - 2 - - -
1 - 1 100.0 - - - - 4 - 4 3 - 3 
3 - 3 200.0 - - - - 9 - 9 3 - 3 
- - - - - - - - 12 - 12 1 - 1 
1 1 2 28. ) 
- - - - 57 7 64 16 3 19 
- - - - - - - - - -
-
- - -
- - - - - - - -
-
- - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- 1 1 76.9 - - - - 8 2 10 1 - 1 
- 1 1 500.0 - - - - - - - - - -
- - -
-
- - - - 2 1 3 - - -
- - - - - - - - 4 1 5 1 - 1 
- - - - - - - - 2 - 2 - - -
17 17 34 198.8 3 - 3 214.2 56 42 98 6 4 10 
15 15 30 227.2 3 - 3 230.7 54 39 93 6 3 9 
- - - - - - - - - 1 1 - 1 1 
1 2 3 600.0 - - - - 1 1 2 - - -
1 - 1 333.3 - - - - 1 1 2 - - -
- 1 1 71.4 - - - - 10 3 13 7 4 11 
- 1 1 250.0 - - - - 2 1 3 3 2 5 
- - - - - - - - 5 2 7 3 2 5 
- - - - - - - - 3 - 3 1 - 1 
22 35 57 174.3 2 3 5 87.7 90 151 241 20 25 45 
19 30 49 245.0 2 1 3 150.0 54 83 137 8 9 17 
12 19 31 276.7 1 - 1 166.6 29 46 75 2 3 5 
- 1 1 58.8 - - - - 5 10 15 - 1 1 1 - 1 333.3 - - - - 1 - 1 - - -
2 1 3 214.2 1 1 2 500.0 2 6 8 1 1 2 
4 9 13 240.7 - - - - 17 21 38 5 4 9 2 4 6 56.0 - 2 2 57.1 32 58 90 12 15 27 
2 3 5 68.4 - 1 1 40.0 29 34 63 11 9 20 
- 1 1 24.3 - 1 1 125.0 2 23 ' 25 1 5 6 
- - - - - - - - 1 1 2 - 1 1 
- - - - - - - - - 2 2 - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 1 - 1 250.0 - - - - 1 2 3 - - -
- - - - - - - - - 2 2 - - -
- 1 1 76.9 - - - - 3 4 7 - - -
- 1 1 500.0 - - - - - 1 1 - - -
- 1 1 500.0 - - - - - 1 1 - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2 3 5 454.5 - - - - 4 1 5 1 1 2 
1 - 1 500.0 - - - - 1 - 1 - - -
-
1 1 500.0 - - - - 1 - 1 - - -
- - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - -
1 2 3 500.0 - - - - 2 - 2 1 1 2 
17 17 34 30.2 5 10 15 25.7 394 568 962 200 299 499 
- - - - - - - - 4 24 28 3 8 11 
29 
PATIENTS OUT ON VISIT, 
ETC. 
First I Read-Admissions missions 
M. F. T. 1M. F. T. 
6 7 13 1 - 1 
6 4 10 1 - 1 
6 4 10 1 - 1 
- - - - - -
- 2 2 - - -
- 1 1 - - -
14 3 17 2 2 4 
14 3 17 2 2 4 
- - - - - -
5 - 5 1 - 1 
- - - - - -
5 2 7 - - -
4 1 5 1 2 3 
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
1 - 1 - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
1 - 1 - - -
1 3 4 1 1 2 
1 3 4 1 1 2 
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
J 2 3 - - -
- - - - - -
- 1 1 - - -
1 1 2 - - -
13 23 36 3 5 8 
5 7 12 - - -
5 1 6 - - -
- 3 3 - - -
- - - - - -
- 2 2 - - -
- 1 1 - - -
6 15 21 3 3 6 
6 5 11 3 1 4 
- 9 9 - 2 2 
- 1 1 - - -
- 1 1 - - -
1 - 1 - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
1 - 1 - 2 2 
1 1 2 - - -
- 1 1 - - -
1 - 1 - - -
1 1 2 - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- 1 1 - - -
1 - 1 - - -
49 95 144 44 61 105 
7 22 29 3 10 13 
30 P.D.21 
TABLE 13. Mental Disorders of All Admissions, All Discharges, 
September 30, 1940, by 
MENTAL DISORDERS 
Conversion hysteria: 
Paralytic type 
Amnesic type . . 
Mixed hysterical psycho-
neurosis 
Psychastbenia or compul-
sive states: 
Obsession 
Compulsive tics and 
spasms 
Phobia . . . 
Mixed compulsive states 
Neurasthenia . 
Hypochondriasis . 
Reactive depression . 
Mixed psychoneurosis 
Manic-depressive Psychoses: 
Manic type . 
Depressive type 
Circular type . 
Mixed type 
Perplexed type 
Stuporous type 
Other types . 
Dementia praecox (;chizo'-
phrenia) . 
Simple type . 
Hebephrenic type 
Catatonic type 
Paranoid type . 
Other types . 
Paranoia. . 
Paranoid conditions. . 
With psychopathic personality 
With mental deficiency 
Ldiot . 
imbecile. 
Moron . 
Unknown . 
Undiagnosed Psychoses 
Without Psychoses 
Alcoholism . . 
Psychopatbic personality . 
With pathological sexuality 
With pathological emotion-
ality . 
With asocial or amoral 
trends. 
Mixed types 
Epilepsy. . 
Mental deficiency 
Idiot . 
Imbecile. 
Moron .. . 
Other non-psychotic diseas~ 
or conditIOns . 
No other condition . 
Primary Behavior Disorders . 
Simple adult maladjustment 
Primary behavior disorders in 
children: 
Conduct disturbance 
Grand Total 
ALL ADMISSIONS 
First 
Admissions 
Read-
missions 
ALL DISCHARGES 
First 
Admissions 
Read-
missions 
M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. Rate M. F. T. Rate 
6 13 19 
7 15 22 
19 31 50 
10 13 23 
246 
5 
4 5 
3 4 
2 2 
5 10 
33 31 64 
213 
6 6 12 
5 5 10 
10 9 19 
10 10 20 
- 1 1 
7 11 18 
4 - 4 
3 8 11 
1 3 4 
246 
1 
18 
3 
9 
3 
1 
5 
1 
3 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
1 2 
9 27 
3 6 
3 12 
3 
2 
3 
3 
1 
5 
1 
5 
3 
2 
3 
4 
2 
2 
228 229 4.'i7 
- 1 1 
224 
3 - 3 
189 
26 29 55 
14 11 25 
4 7 11 
257 
- 1 1 
213 
448 
27 17 44 
1 - 1 
9 6 15 
617 
6 5 11 
5 5 10 
3 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
7 
8 
6 
2 
4 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
- 1 1 1000.0 
- 1 1 500.0 
- 1 1 1000.0 
6 11 17 
5 14 19 
10 20 30 
7 7 14 
134 
- 2 2 
134 
- 1 1 
531.2 
365.3 
202.7 
259.2 
129.0 
181.9 
222.2 
125.0 
1 4 5 217.3 
1 1 
1 1 
235 
224 
11 17 28 
5 12 17 
235 
1 1 2 
500.0 
166.6 
714.2 
235.2 
151.3 
200 .0 
116.2 
111.1 
1 - 1 166.6 
2 1 3 166.6 
20 20 40 
1 - 1 
7 5 12 
1 5 6 
4 7 11 
7 3 10 
48.4 7 14 21 57.8 
90.9 
59.4 
16.2 
25.2 
8 
1 
2 
2 
1 
15 
4 
7 
3 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
~UI~1 ~ ~ 20.7 2 2 
37.5 2 3 172.~ I ~ ~ ~ 
3 11 
1 2 
5 7 
239.1 
105.2 
52.2 
5 7 95.8 
1 500.0 
5 20 476.1 
1 5 714.2 
2 9 642.8 
2 
3 1000.0 
2 666.6 
4 666.6 
4 250.0 
3 300.0 
1 200.0 
2 666.6 
3 750.0 
1 500.0 
2 1000.0 
3 
3 
1 
2 
2 2 
3 
3 
1 
2 
290.3 
117.6 
187.5 
61.2 
40.0 
100.0 
2 333.3 
1 1000.0 
1 500.0 
1 500.0 
llJ 81\ 177 1111 118229 107.6 45 54 99 115.6 
P.D.21 
All Deaths, 1940, All Cases in Residence and All Cases Out on 
Status of Admission and Sex. - Concluded 
31 
ALL DEATHS RESIDENT POPULATION PATIENTS OUT 0>1 VISIT. 
First 
Admissions 
Read-
missions 
First 
Admissions 
Read-
missions 
ETC. 
First 
Admissions 
Read-
missions 
M. F. T. Rate M. F. T. Rate M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. 
3 2 5 44.6 
2 2 57.1 
1 38.4 
55.5 
62.5 
10 13 23 27.8 
1 1 62.5 
4 1 5 29.5 
4 2 6 20.7 
2 8 10 36.7 
1 1 17.2 
14.2 
4 5 40.9 
2 3 61.2 
2 2 27.3 
2 47.6 
71.4 
1000.0 
7780157 103.7 
3 3 23.4 
2 2 36.3 
1 1 58.8 
5 7 12 33.0 
2 2 19.8 
2 3 5 40.6 
1 4 5 42.0 
1 3 4 
2 6 8 
1 13 14 
25 52 77 37 
5 14 19 14 
9 12 21 9 
4 5 9 3 
2 11 13 4 
1 2 3 
2 2 1 
4 6 10 6 
295 412 707 133 
2 12 14 6 
67 72 139 43 
124 139 263 52 
80 178 258 24 
22 11 33 8 
1 1 
10 17 27 4 
8 4 12 4 
52 58 110 19 
2 6 8 1 
23 19 42 12 
26 30 56 6 
1 3 4 
1 1 
7 7 14 2 
1 1 
2 1 3 
4 4 8 2 
1 1 
325 
2 2 
2 
1 
2 2 3 
1 2 5 7 1 
7 7 5 14 19 6 6 
60 97 10 26 36 22 35 57 
22 36 6 13 19 12 18 30 
15 24 5 5 6 7 13 
8 11 1 1 
4 8 8 8 
2 2 3 4 1 1 
2 3 1 1 2 2 
7 13 3 4 7 1 2 
197 330 23 32 55 10 12 22 
4 10 
47 90 4 9 13 3 3 
58 110 8 6 14 4 2 6 
80 104 5 9 14 4 3 7 
8 16 6 8 14 2 4 6 
6 10 4 3 7 3 2 5 
4 8 2 3 5 4 1 5 
24 43 3 9 12 2 1 3 
2 3 
12 24 1 3 4 
9 15 2 6 8 2 3 
1 1 
1 1 
2 4 3 3 6 
1 1 
1 
3 2 2 4 
1 2 
2 2 
11 13 24 28.0 I 715 798 1513 270 343 613 90 139 22:1 51 69 120 
32 P.D.21 
TABLE 14. Discharges of Patients Classified with Reference to Principal Psychoses 
and Condition on Discharge 
I TOTAL Recovered I;nproved Unimproved PSYCHOSES M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. 
With sYghilitic meningo-encephalitis 4 1 5 1 - 1 2 1 3 1 - 1 
With ot er forms of syphilis. . 1 - 1 - - - 1 - 1 - - -
With epidemic encephalitis 1 1 2 - - - - 1 1 1 - 1 
With other infectious diseases 1 2 3 1 - 1 - 2 2 - - -
Alcoholic psychoses 33 6 39 22 3 25 6 3 9 5 - 5 
Due to drugs, etc. . 2 1 3 1 1 2 - - - 1 - 1 
Traumatic psychoses . 1 1 2 1 - 1 - 1 1 - - -
With cerebral arteriosclerosis 5 5 10 1 - 1 4 1 5 - 4 4 
With convulsive disorders (epil~psy) - 3 3 - - - - 2 2 - 1 1 
Senile psychoses . 4 10 14 1 - 1 2 5 7 1 5 6 
Involutional psychoses. . . 2 15 17 - - - 2 14 16 - 1 1 
Due to other metabolic diseases, etc. 2 3 5 - 1 1 2 2 4 - - -
With organic changes of nervous system - 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - - -
Psychoneuroses . . 15 35 50 7 5 12 5 29 34 3 1 4 
Manic~depressive psychoses 21 37 58 9 2 11 10 33 43 2 2 4 
Dementia praecox. . . 27 34 61 - 1 1 22 29 51 5 4 9 
Paranoia and paranoid conditions 8 5 13 1 - 1 5 4 9 2 1 3 
With psychopathic personality 4 1 5 - - - 3 1 4 1 - 1 
With mental deficiency . 5 5 10 - - - 5 5 10 - - -
Undiagnosed psychoses . 1 - 1 - - - 1 - 1 - - -
Without psychoses. . 16 6 22 - - - - - - - - -
Primary behavior disorders 3 - 3 3 - 3 - - - - - -
Total 156 172 328 48 13 61 70 134 204 22 19 41 
TABLE 15. Hospital Residence During This Admission of First Admissions Discharged dU1ing 1940 
MENTAL DISORDERS 
With syphilitic meningo-encephalitis 
With other forms of syphilis 
With epidemic encephalitis 
With other infectious diseases 
Alcoholic psychoses 
Due to drugs, etc. . 
Traumatic psychoses . . 
With cerebral arteriosclerosis . . 
With other disturbances of circulation . 
With convulsive disorders (epilepsy) 
Senile psychoses . 
Involutional psychoses . . 
Due to other metabolic diseases, etc. 
Due to new growth. . . . 
With organic changes of nervous system 
Psychoneuroses . . . 
Manic-depressive psychose .. 
Dementia praecox . . . 
Paranoia and paranoid conditions 
With psychopathic personality 
With mental deficiency . 
Wir~~~~osedc~~;;~os,:" : 
Primary behavior disorders 
Total . . . . . . 
Average Length of Hospital Residence in Years 
TOTAL Under 
1 Month 
1-3 
Montbs 
(-6 
Months 
7-11 
Months 
1 
Year 
2-4 
Years 
5-9 
Years 
10-19 
Years 
20 Year 
PIUB 
M. F. T. I M. F. T. 1M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F. T. 1M. F. T. 1M. F. T. 1M. F . T. 1M. F . T. 1M. F. T. 
3 4 
1 1 
1 1 
1 2 3 1 2 
2042410 11 
1 1 2 1 1 
1 1 2 1 1 
5 4 9 2 3 
1 
4 10 14 4 5 
2 9 11 
1 3 4 
1 1 
11 28 39 4 7 11 
10 20 30 2 2 4 
20 20 40 
8 3 11 1 
1 1 2 2 
2 5 7 1 
I 1 
15 5 20 12 5 17 
3 3 2 2 
2 2 
4 5 
1 
3 3 
3 4 
4 4 
1 1 
3 12 15 
3 9 12 
347 
538 
I 3 4 
1 1 
3 3 
1 1 
1 -
224 
- 1 
1 1 2 
224 
1 - 1 
134 
1 5 6 
7 5 12 
1 - 1 
- 1 
- 1 
1 -
2 - 2 
- 1 
- 1 
1 - 1 
- 2 2 
235 
3 - 3 
1 4 5 
1 - 1 
III 118 229 I 39 23 62 I 30 41 71 I 17 20 37 I 11 12 23 
.81 .83 .82 
- 1 
1 -
- 1 
- 2 2 
- 1 1 
1 1 
- 2 2 
1 3 4 
527 
7 13 20 
1 -
- 1 
1 2 
- 1 1 
325 
- 1 
5 6 11 
1 -
- 2 2 2 
- 2 2 2 1 -
'i;j 
~ 
t.:> 
...... 
w 
w 
TABLE 16. Causes of Death of Patients Classified with Refe7'ence to Principal Menial Disorders w >1>0-
With With With With 
syphilitic other other cerebral 
CAUSES OF DEATH TOTAL 1 meningo- forms of infectious Alcoholic Traumatic 1 arterio-
encephalitis syphilis diseases psychoses psychoses sclerosis 
M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M . F. T. M. F. T·IM. F. T. 
I n/ecttouB and Parasitic Diseases: 
Tuberculosis of the respiratory system 6 4 10 
Disseminated tuberculosis . . 1 1 
Syphilis (non-nervous forms) . 
Cancer and Other Tumors: 
7 1 8 6 7 
Cancer and other malijnant tumors . . . . . . . 2 2 4 
Tumor (noll-cancerous. . . . . . . . . . - 1 1 
Rheumatic Dise-llses, Nutritional Diseases, Diseases 0/ the Endocrine Glands and 
Other General Diseases: 
Diabetes 
Diseases oj the Blood 'and Blood-Maki,w Org~ns: 
Pernicious anemia . . . . 
Diseases oj the Nervous System and Organs oj Spec'ial Se;'se: 
1 - I - I - I 
Cerehral hemorrhage . . . 4 2 6 - - - 3 4 
Cerebral embolism and thrombosis. 1 2 3 1 
General paralysis of the insane . 4 - 4 4 4 
Dementia praecox and other psychoses 2 - 2 
Other diseases of the nervous system 2 - 2 
DiseaJJes oj the Circulatory System: 
Chronic endocarditis (valvular disease) 1 4 
a! 1 
-
-I - -I -I - 3 1 - -I - J 1 Diseases of the myocardium. . . . . 2637 2 7 6 13 Diseases of the coronary arterie.~ and angina pectoris 3 1 1 1 2 Other diseases of the heart 7 15 22 1 3 4 
Arteriosclerosis 12 2 14 4 2 6 
Gangrene. . 1 - I 
Diseases of the veins 1 
Diseases oj the Respiratory 'Syste;": 
Bronchopneumonia (including capillary bronchitis) 9 10 
Lobar pneumonia. . . . 1 2 
Other diseases (tuberculosis excepted) 1 1 
Diseases oj the Dioestite System: 
Ulcer of the stomach and duodenum 1 1 
Hernia, intestinal obstruction 2 3 
Disease. oj the Genita- Urinary System:' 
Nephritis (acute, chronic and unspecified) . . 1 -
Diseas"" oj Pregnancy, Child-birth and the Puerperal State 
Violent lind Accidental Deaths: 
Suicide 2 - 2 
Homicide 1 - ~I Accidental t;aumatism 1 - - -I :1 - -I - -I - "d Other external causes 2 3 b Total 88 93 181 I 12 2 14 I 2 5 6 1 - 18 15 33 I>.:> 
...... 
TABLE 16. Causes of Death of Patients Classified with Reference to Principal Mental Disorders - Continued ~ ~ 
With other With con- Due to other t.:> disturbances vulsive Senile Involutional metabolic Due to ...... 
CAUSES OF DEATH I of disorders psychoses psychoses disea.s"" new growth 
circulation (epilepsy) etc. 
M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. 
I 
Infeclious and Parasitic Di.wse.: 
Tuberculosis of the respiratory system 
Disseminated tuberculosis 
Syphilis (non-nervous forms) 
Cancer and Other Tumors: 
Cancer and other malignant tumors . 
Tumor (non-cancerous), . . , . . . . , ' . 
Rheumatic Diseases, Nutritional Diseases, Di.ea8e8 of the Endocrine Gland. and Other 
General Diseases: 
Diabetes 
Di8ea.e. of the Biood a'na Bl~od-Making' Orga~.: 
Pernicious anemia . . . . 
Di.ease. of the Nenou. System and Organs of Speci~l Sen~e: 
Cercbral hemorrhage . , . 
Cerebral embolism and thrombosis , 
General paralysis of the insane , 
Dementia praecox and other psychoses 
Other diseases of the nervous system 
Diseases of the Circulatory System: 
Chronic endocarditis (valvular disease) 1 1 2 
Diseases of the myocardium. . , ' . 11 21 32 2 3 
Diseases of the coronary arterie.'3 and angina pectoris . 1 1 
Other diseases of the heart , . , . ' 3 3 6 
Arteriosclerosis 4 4 
Gangrene . . 1 1 
Disea.ses of the veins 
Diseases of the Respiratory System': 
-I - 1 Bronchopneumonia (including capillary bronchitis) 3 3 
Lobar sneumonia. . . . 
Other iseases (tuberculosis excepted) 
Diseases of the Dige.lit< System: 
Ulcer of the stomach and duodenum 
Hernia, intestinal ob8truction . 
Diseases of the Genito-Urinary Sy.tem: 
Nephritis (acute, chronic and unspecified) , . 
D'.ea.es of Pregnancy, Child-birth and the Puerperal State 
Violent and Accidental Deaths: 
Suicide 
Homicide 
Accidental tra'umatism 
Other external causes 2 2 
Total 2 2 4 21 31 52 2 6 81 2 I ~ 
c:.n 
TABLE 16. Causes of Death of Patients Classified with Reference to Principal Mental Disorders - Concluded vo 0> 
I 
With organic 
changes of Manic- Paranoia and With 
CAUSES OF DEATH nervous,j depressive Dementia paranoid mental I Without system psychoses praecox conditions deficiency psychoses 
M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. 
I nlectious and Parasitic Diseaaes: 
Tuberculosis of the respiratory system 
- -
- - 2 2 1 5 2 7 
Disseminated tuberculosis . . 
Syphilis (non-nervous forms) 
Cancer and Other Tumors: 
Cancer and other malignant tumors. -I - I 2 3 
Tumor (non-cancerous). . . . . . . . . . . 
Rheumatic Diseases, Nutritional Diseases, Diseases 01 the Endocrine Glands and Other 
General Diseases: 
Diabetes 
Diseases oj the Blood a'nd B!~od-Makino' Oroa;'a: 
Pernicious anemia . . . . . 
Diaeases oj the N ertoua System and Oroans oj Speci~l Sen~e: 
Cerebral hemorrhage . . . 
Cerebral embolism and thrombosis . 
General paralysis of the insane . 
Dementia praecox and other psychoses 
Other diseases of the nervous system 2 2 
Diseaaea oj the Circulatory System: 
-I ~I Chronic endocarditis (valvular disease) 1 1 Diseases of the myocardium. . . . . 3 2 3 1 1 3 3 Diseases of the coronary arteries and angina pectoris . Other diseases of the heart 2 6 8 
Arteriosclerosis 2 2 
Gangrene , , 
Diseases of the veins 
Diseasea oj the Respiratory System': 
-I -I Bronchopneumonia (including capillary bronchitis) 4 4 Lobar pneumonia. . . . . . 1 
Other diseases (tuberculosis excepted) 
Diaeases oj the Diqeati .. e Syatem: 
Ulcer of the stomach and duodenum 
Hernia, intestinal obstruction . -I -I 2 2 
Diaea.ea oj the Genitl)- Urinary System: : : 
Nephritis (acute, chronic and unspecified) . . . 
Diseases oj Pregnancy, Child-birth and the Puerperal State: 
Violent and Accidental Deaths: 
Suicide, 
Homicide 
Accidental tra;'matism 
:1 : I 3: I -I :1 "'d Other external causes ~ Total 2 3 3 5 15 20 4 2 t,j 
...... 
TABLE 17. Age of Patients at Time of Death Classified with Reference to PTincipal Psychoses 'i:j 
15-19 25 29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 ~ 
TOTAL years years years years years years years t.:> 
PSYCHOSES ...... 
M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. 
'Vith syphilitic meningo-cncephalit.is 12 2 14 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - 1 3 1 4 2 1 3 
With other forms of syphilis 2 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - 1 - - - 1 - 1 
With other infectious diseases - 1 1 
Alcoholic psychoses 5 1 6 
Traumatic psychoses - 1 1 
With cerebral arterioscler~sis 18 15 33 
With other rlisturbances of circ;,latio'n 2 2 4 
With convulsive disorders (epilepsy) - 1 1 
Senile psychoses . 21 31 52 
Involutional psychoses 2 6 8 
Due (,0 other metaholic disease~. etc. 1 1 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~I - - -I - 2 2 Due to new growth - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I 1 1 2 With organic changes of ~ervo~s system 2 3 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Manic-depressive psychoses. . 3 5 8 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - 1 - 1 Dementia praecox . . . 15 20 35 - - - - - - - - - 1 - 1 - - - 2 2 
Paranoia and paranoid conditions - 1 1 - - - 3 1 4 1 - 1 3 - 3 1 3 4 
With mental deficiency 4 1 5 
Without psychoses 1 1 2 
Total 88 93 181 1 1 - 1 1 3 1 41 1 - 1 1 5 1 61 4 3 7 1 7 3 10 I 5 5 10 
55-59 60- 64 65-69 70-74 75-79 80-84 85 years 
PSYCHOSER years years years years years years and over 
M , F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T . 
With syphilitic meningo-encephalitis 
With other forms of syphilis 
With other infectious diseases 
3 3 2 2 
Alcoholic psychoses 2 2 2 2 
Traumatic psychoses 
With cerebral artel'ioscierosis 3 2 5 3 4 4 2 6 3 4 4 5 2 4 6 1 2 2 
With other disturhances of circulation 1 1 1 2 1 1 
With convulsive disorders (epilepsy) 1 1 
Senile psychoses . . . . 1 4 4 3 2 5 3 8 11 4 8 12 3 9 12 1 4 4 8 
Involutional psychoses . , 2 3 1 1 1 2 
Due to other metabolic diseases, etc. 
Due to new growth 
With organic changes o'f ner~ous system 1 1 
:1 1 Manic-depres!:?'i ve psychoses 1 1 1 1 1 Dementia praecox . . 2 5 7 2 3 5 2 2 4 4 2 2 
Paranoia and paranoid conditions 1 1 
With mental deficiency 
Without psychoses 
1 
Total 12 13 25 13 11 24 10 7 11 I 8 15 23 I 10 12 22 I 5 15 20 I 4 7 11 ~ ~ 
TABLE 18. Total Duration of Hospital Life ·Jf Patients Dying in Hospital During All Admissions Classified AccoTding to Principal Psychoses ~ ex> 
Less than 1-3 4--7 8 12 
1 2 I 3-4 TOTAL 1 month months months months years years 
PSYCHOSES 
M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. 
With syphilitic meningo-encephalitis 12 2 14 3 - 3 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 2 - 2 
With other forms of syphilis . 2 - 2 1 - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - 1 
With other infectious diseases - 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - - - - - -
Alcoholic psychos"" 5 1 6 1 - 1 1 - 1 - - - 2 - 2 
Traumatic psychoses. . - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - al 1 1 With cerebral arteriosclerosis 18 15 33 2 3 5 2 2 4 2 - 2 2 1 4 7 111 4 1 5 
With other clisturbances of circulation 2 2 4 2 1 3 - 1 1 
With convulsive disorders (epilepsy) - 1 1 - 1 1 - -
Senile psychoses . . . 21 31 52 5 5 10 8 3 III 1 1 tl 1 2 ~I 4 14 1~ I 1 4 5 Involutional psychoses . . 2 6 8 - 2 2 - 1 - 1 - - - 1 1 - 1 Due to other motabolic diseases. etc. 1 1 2 - - - - - - 1 - - 1 - 1 
Due to new growth . . . : - 1 1 - 1 1 - - -
With organic chan~es of nervous system 2 3 5 1 - 1 1 2 3 
Manic-depressi ve psycho~es 3 5 8 - 1 1 - - - 1 1 2 - - - 1 1 2 
Demen tis praecox . . 15 20 35 1 1 2 - 1 1 - - - - - - - 2 2 3 - 3 
Paranoia and paranoid conditions - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - -
Wi th men tal deficiency 4 1 5 - - - - - - - - - 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 1 2 
Without psychoses . 1 1 2 1 - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 
TOLal 88 93 181 17 15 32 13 11 24 5 4 9 6 5 11 14 27 41 11 7 18 
5-6 7-8 \1-10 11-12 I 13-14 
I 
15--19 I 20 years years years years years years years and over 
PSYCHOSES 
M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F'. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. 
With sYghilitic meningo-encephalitis - - - 1 - 1 2 - 2 1 1 2 
With ot er forms of syphilis . 
With other infectious diseases . 
Alcoholic psychoses 
Traumatic psychoses. . 
-I -I -I I I With cerebral arteriosclerosis 2 3 - - - 2 
With other disturbances of circulation 
With convlllsive disorders (epilepsy) 
Senile psychoses . . . 2 2 
Involutional psychoses . . 
Due to other metabolic diseases. etc. 
Dup to new growth . . . . 
With organic changes of nervous system 
Manic-depressive psychoses . . 1 2 1 1 
Dementia praecox . . , 3 3 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 4 2 3 5 5 10 
Paranoia and paranoid conditions 
"d With mental deficiency j:; Withou t psychoses: 
Total 3 4 7 3 4 7 3 3 6 2 2 4 3 3 6 2 2 4 6 6 12 to;) 
..... 
TABLE 19. Average Length of Hospit.al Residence during the Preunt Admission of First Admissions in Residence on September 30, 1940 
I 
Under 1-2 3-4 5-9 10-19 20-29 30-39 40 years 
TOTAL 1 year years years 
MENTAL DISORDERS 
years years years years plus 
M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T . M. F . T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F . T. 
With syhhilitic meningo-encephalitis 57 9 66 8 - 8 14 - 14 11 2 13 18 6 24 6 1 7 - - - - - - - - -
With ot er form" of syphilis. . - 1 1 - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
With epidemic encophalit is . . 3 5 8 - - - - 1 1 1 - 1 - 2 2 2 2 4 - - - - - - - - -
With other infectious diseases . 1 - 1 - - - 1 - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Alcoholio psychoses 84 7 91 14 - 14 8 2 10 3 - 3 22 1 23 28 2 30 7 1 8 2 1 3 - - -
Due to drugs. etc. . -
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Traumatic p~ychoses : 8 2 10 2 - 2 2 - 2 2 1 3 - 1 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 - - - - - -
With cerebral arteriosclerosis 54 39 93 14 9 23 10 2 12 12 4 16 17 20 37 - 4 4 1 - 1 - - - - - -
With other disturbances of circ~latio~ 2 3 5 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 1 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
With convulsive disorders (epilepsy) 10 3 13 2 - 2 1 - 1 1 1 2 4 1 5 2 1 3 - - - - - - - - -
Senile psychoses . . . . 54 83 137 14 30 44 17 33 50 10 12 22 9 6 15 4 2 6 - - - - - - - - -
Involutional psychoses 32 58 90 6 17 23 6 13 19 4 15 19 9 9 18 6 3 9 1 1 2 - - - - - -
Due to other metabolic ctiseas~, etc. 4 10 14 1 - 1 1 2 3 - 2 2 1 4 5 - 2 2 1 - 1 - - - - - -
Due to new growth . . . - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - -
With organic changes of nervous system 4 1 5 - - - 1 - 1 2 1 3 - - - 1 - 1 - - - - - - - - -
Psychoneuroses . . . . 4 24 28 2 12 14 1 8 9 1 1 2 - 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Manic-depreesive psychoses . . 25 52 77 7 13 20 7 11 18 4 9 13 2 10 12 3 9 12 2 - 2 - - - - - -
Dementia praecox. . . . 295 412 707 24 17 4 1 35 20 55 25 34 59 83 107 190 84 176 260 31 39 70 9 14 23 4 5 9 
Paranoia and pa.ranoid conditions . 10 18 28 4 9 13 5 8 13 - 1 1 1 - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
With psychopathic pe!'8onality 8 4 12 3 I 4 1 1 2 2 - 2 1 - 1 1 1 2 - 1 1 - - - - - -
With mental deficiency. . 52 58 110 2 4 6 10 9 19 9 14 23 9 19 28 14 10 24 7 1 8 - 1 1 1 - 1 
Undiagnosed psychoses . 1 - 1 1 - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Without pSJ;choses . . . 7 7 14 3 3 6 - 2 2 - 1 1 - - - 3 - 3 1 1 2 - - - - - -
Primary be avior disorders . - 1 1 - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total. 715 7981513 108 117 225 120 113 233 88 99 187 176 189 365 155 214 369 52 45 97 11 16 27 5 5 10 
A verage Length of Resid~nce i~ Year. 8.659.028.841 
------ - -- - -
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TABLE 19A. Length of Hospital Residence during the Present Admission of Readmissions in Residence on September 30,1940 
I Under I 1-2 I 3-4 I 5-9 I 10-19 I 20-29 I 30-39 I 40 years TOTAL 1 year years years years yearR years years plus 
MENTAL DISORDERS I M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. 
With sYghilitic meningo-encephalitis 8 5 13 I - - I 3 41 4 2 61 3 3 
With ot or forms of syphilis . . 
With epidemic encepbalitis 2 2 
With other infectious diseases 
Alcobolic psychoses 23 3 26 5 5 7 71 2 2 4 41 5 3 6 
Due to drugs, etc. . 
Traumatic psycboses . 1 1 
Witb cerebral arteriosclerosis 6 3 JI - 2 il 2 2 2 3 Witb otber disturbances of circ;"latio'n 1 With convulsive disorders (epilepsy) 7 4 1 1 3 I 1 1 1 ~I 2 3 Senile psycboses. . . 8 9 17 2 4 6 3 5 1 1 2 Involutional psychoses. . 12 15 27 2 4 6 2 3 2 2 4 5 3 3 4 
Due to other metabolic diseases, etc. 1 1 
Due to new growth . . . 
With organic changes of nervous system 1 1 2 1 1 2 
Psychoneuroses . . 3 8 11 2 4 6 1 3 4 1 1 
Manic-depressive psychoses 37 60 97 11 14 25 9 15 24 5 7 12 4 12 
161 6 
11 17 1 1 3~ I - 131 1 1 Dementia praecox. . . 133 197 330 23 14 37 15 21 36 12 19 31 23 51 7~ 3~ 67 103 13 20 8 5 3 3 Paranoia and paranoid conditions 4 6 10 1 2 3 2 3 5 1 1 2 
With psychopathic personality 4 4 8 2 2 4 2 2 1 1 - 1 1 
With mental deficiency . 19 24 43 2 2 4 2 4 6 2 4 6 6 6 12 6 5 111 - 2 2 
Undiagnosed gsychoses . 
Without pShc oses . . 2 2 4 2 2 
Primary be avior disorders 
Total. 1270 343 613 1 53 49 102 49 60 109 32 36 68 53 74 127156 92 148114 26 40 1 8 6 141 5 5 Average Length of Resid~nce i~ Yea~s 8.648.988.83 
.... 
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TABLE 20. Present Age of First Admissions in Residence on September 30, 1940, by Mental Disorders 
0-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 
TOTAL years years years years yean~ years years years 
~IENTAL DISORDER" 1-----------1-----------1-----------1------------1-----------1-----------1-----------·1-----------1--------
M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F . T . M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. M . F. T. M. F. T. 
With .yphilitic meningo-encephalitis 57 9 66 3 4 13 14 7 8 8 2 10 
With other forms of syphilis. . 1 1 
With epidemic encephalitis 3 5 8 2 3 2 
With other infectious diseases 1 1 1 1 
Alcoholic psychoses 84 7 91 6 6 8 8 3 3 7 8 
Traumatic psychoses . .. 8 2 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Wi~h cerebral arteriosclerosis.. 54 39 93 1 
With other disturbances of circulation 2 3 5 1 
With convulsive disorders (epilep.y) 10 3 13 2 3 3 1 
Senile psychoses . 54 83 137 1 1 
Involutional psychoses. . 32 58 90 5 5 4 6 10 
Due to other metabolic diseases. etc. 4 10 14 2 1 3 1 1 
Due to new growth . . . 1 1 1 1 
With organic ohanges of nervous system 4 1 5 1 1 1 
Psychoneuroses . . 4 24 28 1 1 2 2 1 2 3 1 1 2 2 3 2 5 4 4 
Manic-depressive psychoses 25 52 77 2 1 3 2 3 5 1 1 2 3 4 7 2 2 4 3 8 11 4 7 11 
Dementia praecox. . . 295 412 707 3 3 6 18 14 32 39 21 60 46 48 94 45 37 82 25 49 74 37 47 84 
Paranoia and paranoid conditions 10 18 28 2 2 1 1 1 2 3 3 3 3 5 8 
With psychopathic personality 8 4 12 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 
Wit,h mental deficiency . 52 58 110 3 4 7 3 7 lO 6 6 12 2 7 9 4 7 11 5 7 12 
Undiagnosed psychoses . 1 1 1 1 
Without psychoses: 
Alcoholism . . 1 1 
Psychopathic personality . .. 2 1 3 I - - I - I - I 1 
Mental deficiency . . .. 4 4 8 2 
Other. unclassified, and unknown without 
psychoses . . 2 
Primary behavior disorders 1 1 
Total 715 798 1513 I - 2 2 I 8 7 15 I 24 ' 25 49 I 52 34 86 I 73 64 137 I 74 52 126 I 50 80 130 I 73 83 156 
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TABLE 20. Present Age of First Admissions in Residence on September 30,1940, by Mental Disorders - Concluded 
MENTAL DISORDER" 
With syphilitic meningo-encephalitis 
With othcr forms of syphilis. . 
With epiclemi<: encephalitis 
With other infectious diseases 
Alcoholic psycho.es 
Traumatic psychoses . 
With cerebral arteriosclerosis 
With other disturbances of circulation 
With convul.ive disorders (epilepsy) 
Senile psychose8 . 
Involutional psychoses . . . 
Due to other metabolic diseases. etc. 
Due to new growth . . . 
With organir. changes of nervous system 
Psychoneurose~ . . 
Manic-depressive psychoses 
Dementia praecox. . . 
Paranoia and paranoid conditions 
With psychopathic personality 
With mental deficiency . 
Undiagnosed psychoses . 
Without psychoses: 
Alcoholism . . 
Psychopathic personality 
~ft1~~~1 ~"!~:~iKed a~d unknown 
psychosis . . 
Primary behavior disorders 
Total 
"';ithout 
50-54 
years 
55--59 
years 
60-64 
years 
65-69 
years 
70-74 
years 
75--79 
years 
80-84 
years 
85--89 
years 
90 years 
and over 
M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F . T. I M. F . T. I M. F. T.! M . F. T. I M. F. '1'. I M. F. '1'. 
17 2 19 
8 9 
1 1 
1 1 2 
1 2 3 
3 3 
2 2 
4 15 19 
1 
2 2 
7 7 
23 48 71 
2 1 3 
1 1 
10 6 16 
224 
1 1 
22 - 22 
2 2 
628 
1 
1 1 
11 14 25 
1 2 3 
2 2 
336 
17 47 64 
1 1 2 
1 1 
8 5 13 
4 4 
14 2 16 
12 6 18 
1 1 
235 
6 8 14 
3 3 
1 
2 2 
5 7 12 
15 37 52 
134 
1 1 
729 
2 2 
2 2 
426 
6 8 14 
1 1 
11 16 27 
538 
123 
1 I 
4 4 
5 5 
13 21 34 
1 1 
1 1 
336 
5 5 
1 1 
11 8 19 
1 1 
15 19 34 
246 
1 1 
3 3 
12 20 32 
1 1 
2 3 
I 
5 5 
7 6 13 
10 19 29 
2 2 
13 13 
I -
I 74 87 161 I 74 82 156 I 71 74 145 I 45 68 113 I 48 58 106 \22 42 64 
8 - 5 13 2 3 2 
8 15 23 3 7 10 2 3 5 
268 
19 26 45 5 9 14 3 5 8 
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TABLE 20A. Present Age of Readmissiom in Residence on September 30, 1940, by Mental Disorders 
MENTAL DISORDERS 
With syphilitic meningo-encephalitis 
With epidemic encephalitis 
Alcoholic psychoses 
Traumatic psychoses 
With cerebral arteriosclerosis. . 
With other rlisturbances of circulation 
With convulsive disorders (epilepsy) 
Senile psychoses . 
Involutional psychoses. . 
Due to other metabolic diseases, etc. 
With organic changes of nervous system 
Psychoneuroses . . 
Manic-depressive psychoses 
Dementia praecox. . , 
Paranoia and paranoid conditions 
With psychopathic personality 
With mental deficiency 
Without psychoses: 
Psychopathic personality 
Mental deficiency 
Total 
TOTAL 
0-14 
years 
15-19 
years 
20-24 
years 
25-29 
years 
30-34 
years 
35-3U 
years 
40-44 
years 
45-49 
years 
M. F. T. 1M. F. T. 1M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F. T. I M. F . T. 1M. F. T. I M. F. T. 
8 5 13 
2 2 
23 3 26 
1 1 
639 
1 1 
7 4 11 
8 9 17 
12 15 27 
1 1 
1 1 2 
3 8 11 
37 60 97 
133 197 330 
4 6 10 
448 
19 24 43 
1 
2 3 
270 343 613 
2 
2 
7 
2 
2 
4 11 
1 
15 4 51 3 8 23 16 
1 1 1 
2 3 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
-I -
2 
2 5 
8 24 
1 
3 4 
3 3 
5 6 11 
19 10 29 
1 1 
1 1 2 
5 1 6 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
325 
1 4 5 
15 25 40 
1 1 
1 
2 3 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
- 11 11 
10 32 42 
1 1 
2 2 
336 
2 I 12 5 17 I 19 15 34 I 23 14 37 I 35 25 60 I 24 37 61 I 19 50 69 
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TABLE 20A. Present Age of Readmissions in Residence on September 30, 1940, By M enwl Disorders - Concluded 
F. T. 
MENTAL DISORDERS 
50-54 I 55-59 I 60-64 I 65-69 I 70-74 I 75-79 I 80-84 85-89 I years years years years years years years years 
M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T . M. F. T. M. F. T. M. F. T. I M. M. F. T. 
With syphilitic meningo-encephalitis 
With epidemic encephalitis 
Alcoholic psychoses 
Traumatic psychoses . 
With cerebral arteriosclerosis . 
With other disturbances of circulation 
'Vith convu lsive disorders (epilepsy) 
Senile psychoses . 
Involutional phychoses . . 
Due to other metabolic diseases, etc. . 
With organic cha.nges of nervous system 
Psychoneuroses . 
Manic·depressive psychoses 
Dementia praecox . . . 
Paranoia and paranoid cond itions 
With psychopathic personality 
With mental deficiency 
Without psychoses: 
Psychopathic personality 
Mental deficiency 
2 
4 4 
3 4 
1 1 
6 4 10 
14 28 42 
1 1 
459 
2 
2 3 
4 4 
1 
1 1 
459 
4 10 14 
7 25 32 
I 1 
1 1 
1 1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
I 
426 
3 9 12 
13 22 35 
1 
2 3 
5 6 
2 2 
2 3 5 
2 3 5 
549 
3 17 20 
1 1 
2 3 
2 2 
1 2 
I 
235 
6 11 17 
1 1 
224 
2 
5 
4 
1 
3 
2 
4 
1 
5 
7 
8 
Total 32 44 76 I 25 43 68 I 27 39 66 I 19 30 49 I 17 20 37 112 11 23 
TABLE 2l. Family Care Statistics for Year Ended September 30, 1940 
Remaining in Family Care September 30, 1939 . 
On Visit from Family Care September 30, 1939 . 
Admitted to Family Care During the Year 
Whole Numher of Cases within the Ye"r . 
Discharged from Family Care within the Year 
Discharged Outright from Family Care . 
Returned to Institution. . . . . 
Remaining in Family Care September 30, 1940 . . 
Average Daily Number in Family Care During Year. 
Supported by State 
Private. . . 
Males 
6 
3 
9 
6 
6 
3 
5.31 
3 
Females 
12 
1 
10 
22 
10 
2 
8 
12 
13.55 
8 
4 
Total 
18 
1 
13 
31 
16 
2 
14 
15 
18.86 
11 
4 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
5 
1 
459 
2 
1 
3 4 
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